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1 Introduction
A rapidly growing and important class of quantum algorithms are those that use Hamiltoniansimulation subroutines to solve linear algebraic problems, many with potential applicationsto machine learning. This subfield began with the HHL algorithm, due to Harrow, Hassidimand Lloyd [HHL09], which solves the quantum linear system problem (QLS problem). In thisproblem, the input consists of a matrix A ∈ RN×N and a vector ~b ∈ RN , in some specifiedformat, and the algorithm should output a quantum state proportional to ∑Ni=1 xi|i〉, where~x = A−1~b.The format in which the input is presented is of crucial importance. For a sparse A, givenan efficient algorithm to query the i-th non-zero entry of the j-th row of A, the HHL algorithmand its subsequent improvements [Amb12, CKS17] can solve the QLS problem in complexitythat depends poly-logarithmically on N . Here, if A were given naively as a list of all its entries,it would generally take time proportionally to N2 just to read the input. We will refer to thismodel of accessing A, in which we can query the i-th non-zero entry of the j-th row, as thesparse-access input model.1In [KP16] and [KP17], Kerenidis and Prakash consider several linear algebraic problems ina different input model. They assume that data has been collected and stored in some carefullychosen data structure in advance. If the data is described by an arbitrary N×N matrix, then ofcourse, this collection will take time at least N2 (or, if the matrix is sparse, at least the numberof non-zero entries). However, processing the data, given such a data structure, is significantlycheaper, depending only poly-logarithmically on N . Kerenidis and Prakash describe a datastructure that, when stored in quantum-random-access read-only memory (QROM)2, allowsfor the preparation of a superposition over N data points in complexity poly-logarithmic inN . We call this the quantum data structure input model and discuss it more in Section 2.2.Although in some applications it might be too much to ask for the data to be presented in sucha structure, one advantage of this input model is that it is not restricted to sparse matrices.This result can potentially also be useful for some quantum chemistry applications, since arecent proposal of Babbush et al. [BBK+16] uses a database of all Hamiltonian terms in orderto simulate the electronic structure.The HHL algorithm and its variants and several other applications are based on techniquesfrom Hamiltonian simulation. Given a Hermitian matrix H and an input state |ψ〉, the Hamilto-nian simulation problem is to simulate the unitary eiH on |ψ〉 for some time t. Most work in thisarea has considered the sparse-access input model [Llo96, ATS03, BACS07, BC12, BCC+14,BCC+15, Chi04, Chi10, CW12, PQSV11, WBHS11, BCK15, NB16, BN16], but recent work ofLow and Chuang [LC16] has considered a different model, which we call the block-encodingframework3.
The block-encoding framework. A block-encoding of a matrix A ∈ CN×N is a unitary U suchthat the top left block of U is equal to A/α for some normalizing constant α ≥ ∥∥A∥∥:
U = ( A/α .. . ).
In other words, for some a, for any state |ψ〉 of appropriate dimension, α(〈0|⊗a ⊗ I)U(|0〉⊗a ⊗|ψ〉) = A|ψ〉.
1If the matrix is not symmetric (or Hermitian) we also assume access to its transpose in a similar fashion.2This refers to memory that is only required to store classical (non-superposition) data, but can be addressedin superposition.3Low and Chuang call this input model standard form.
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Such an encoding is useful if U can be implemented efficiently. In that case, U , com-bined with amplitude amplification, can be used to generate the state A|ψ〉/∥∥A|ψ〉∥∥ given acircuit for generating |ψ〉. The main motivation for using block-encodings is that Low andChuang showed [LC16] how to perform optimal Hamiltonian simulation given a block-encodedHamiltonian A.In Ref. [KP16], Kerenidis and Prakash implicitly prove that if an N × N matrix A is givenas a quantum data structure, then there is an ε-approximate block-encoding of A that can beimplemented in complexity polylog(N/ε). This implies that all results about block-encodings— including Low and Chuang’s Hamiltonian simulation when the input is given as a block-encoding [LC16], and other techniques we develop in this paper — also apply to input presentedin the quantum data structure model. This observation is the essential idea behind our ap-plications. Implicit in work by Childs [Chi10] is the fact that, given A in the sparse-accessinput model, there is an ε-approximate block-encoding of A that can be implemented in com-plexity polylog(N/ε), so our results also apply to the sparse-access input model. In fact, theblock-encoding framework unifies a number of possible input models, and also enables one towork with hybrid input models, where some matrices may come from purifications of densityoperators, whereas other input matrices may be accessed through sparse oracles or a quantumdata structure. For a very recent overview of these general techniques see e.g. [GSLW18].We demonstrate the elegance of the block-encoding framework by showing how to com-bine and modify block-encodings to build up new block-encodings, similar to building newalgorithms from existing subroutines. For example, given block-encodings of A and B, theirproduct yields a block-encoding of AB. Given a block-encoding of a Hermitian A, it is possibleto construct a block-encoding of eiA, using which one can implement a block-encoding of A−1.We summarize these techniques in Section 1.1, and present them formally in Section 4.To illustrate the elegance of the block-encoding framework, consider one of our applications:generalized least squares. This problem, defined in Section 1.2, requires that given inputsX ∈ RM×N , Ω ∈ RM×M and ~y ∈ RM , we output a quantum state proportional to~β = (XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1~y.
Given block-encodings of X and Ω, it is simple to combine them to get a block-encoding of(XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1, which can then be applied to a quantum state proportional to ~y.
Variable-time amplitude estimation. A variable-stopping-time quantum algorithm is a quan-tum algorithm A consisting of m stages A = Am . . .A1, where AjAj−1 . . .A1 has complexitytj , for tm > · · · > t1 > 0. At each stage, a certain flag register, which we can think of as beinginitialized to a neutral symbol, may be marked as “good” in some branches of the superposi-tion, or “bad” in some branches of the superposition, or left neutral. Each subsequent stageonly acts non-trivially on those branches of the superposition in which the flag is not yet setto “good” or “bad”.At the end of the algorithm, we would like to project onto that part of the final state inwhich the flag register is set to “good”. This is straightforward using amplitude amplification,however this approach may be vastly sub-optimal. If the algorithm terminates with amplitude√psucc on the “good” part of the state, then standard amplitude amplification requires thatwe run 1/√psucc rounds, each of which requires us to run the full algorithm A to generate itsfinal state, costing tm/√psucc .To see why this might be sub-optimal, suppose that after A1, the amplitude on the partof the state in which the flag register is set to “bad” is already very high. Using amplitudeamplification at this stage is very cheap, because we only have to incur the cost t1 of A1 at
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each round, rather than running all of A. In [Amb12], Ambainis showed that given a variable-stopping-time quantum algorithm, there exists an algorithm that approximates the “good” partof the algorithm’s final state in cost O˜(tm +√∑mj=1 pjpsucc t2j )4, where pj is the amplitude onthe part of the state that is moved from neutral to “good” or “bad” during application of Aj(intuitively, the probability that the algorithm stops at stage j).While amplitude amplification can easily be modified to not only project a state onto its“good” part, but also return an estimate of psucc (i.e. the probability of measuring “good” giventhe output of A), this is not immediate in variable-time amplitude amplification. The maindifficulty is that a variable-time amplification algorithm applies a lot of subsequent amplifica-tion phases, where in each amplification phase the precise amount of amplification is a prioriunknown. We overcome this difficulty by separately estimating the amount of amplificationin each phase with some additional precision and finally combining the separate estimates inorder to get a multiplicative estimate of psucc .In Section 3, we show in detail how to estimate the success probability of a variable-stopping-time quantum algorithm to within a multiplicative error of ε in complexity
O˜1ε
tm +
√√√√ m∑j=1 pjpsucc t2j
.
Meanwhile we also derive some logarithmic improvements to the complexity of variable-timeamplitude amplification.
Applications. We give several applications of the block-encoding framework and variable-time amplitude estimation.We first present a quantum weighted least squares solver (WLS solver), which outputs aquantum state proportional to the optimal solution to a weighted least squares problem, whenthe input is given either in the quantum data structure model of Kerenidis and Prakash, orthe sparse-access input model. We remark that the sparse-access input model is perhapsless appropriate to the setting of data analysis, where we cannot usually assume any specialstructure on the input data, however, since our algorithm is designed in the block-encodingframework, it works for either input model. Our quantum WLS solver improves the depen-dence on the condition number from κ6 in [KP17]5 to κ, and the dependence on ε from 1/ε topolylog(1/ε).We next present the first quantum generalized least squares solver (GLS solver), whichoutputs a quantum state proportional to the optimal solution to a generalized least squaresproblem. We again assume that the input is given in either the quantum data structure modelor the sparse-access model. The complexity is again polynomial in log(1/ε) and in the conditionnumbers of the input matrices.Finally, we also build on the algorithms of Wang [Wan17a] to estimate effective resistancebetween two nodes of an electrical network and the power dissipated across a network whenthe input is given as a quantum data structure or in the sparse-access model. We estimate thenorm of the output state of a certain linear system by applying the variable-time amplitudeestimation algorithm. In the sparse-access model, we find that our algorithm outperformsWang’s linear-system-based algorithm. In the quantum data structure model, our algorithmsoffer a speedup whenever the maximum degree of an electrical network of n nodes is Ω(n1/3).
4We use the notation O˜(f (x)) to indicate O(f (x)polylog(f (x))).5In the paper of Kerenidis and Prakash their κ corresponds to our κ2.
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Our algorithms also have a speedup over the quantum walk based algorithm by Wang in certainregimes.We describe these applications in more detail in Section 1.2, and formally in Section 5.
Related Work. Independently of this work, recently, Wang and Wossnig [WW18] have alsoconsidered Hamiltonian simulation of a Hamiltonian given in the quantum data structure model,using quantum-walk based techniques from earlier work on Hamiltonian simulation [BCK15].Their algorithm’s complexity scales as ∥∥A∥∥1 (which they upper bound by √N); whereas ourHamiltonian simulation results (Theorem 26), which follow from Low and Chuang’s block-Hamiltonian simulation result, have a complexity that depends poly-logarithmically on thedimension, N . Instead, our complexity depends on the parameter µ, described below, whichis also at most √N . In principle, the Hamiltonian simulation result of [WW18] can also beused to implement a quantum linear systems solver, however the details are not worked outin [WW18].
1.1 Techniques for block-encodingsWe develop several tools within the block-encoding framework that are crucial to our applica-tions, but also likely of independent interest. Since an input given either in the sparse-accessmodel or as a quantum data structure can be made into a block-encoding, our block-encodingresults imply analogous results in each of the sparse-access and quantum data structure mod-els.In the following, let µ(A) be one of: (1) µ(A) = ∥∥A∥∥F , the Frobenius norm of A, in which casethe quantum data structures should encode A; or (2) for some p ∈ [0, 1], µ(A) =√s2p(A)s2(1−p)(A),where sp(A) = maxj∥∥Aj,·∥∥pp, in which case the quantum data structures should encode both A(p)and (A(1−p))T , defined by A(q)i,j := (Ai,j )q.
Hamiltonian simulation from quantum data structure. In Theorem 26, we prove the follow-ing. Given a quantum data structure for a Hermitian A ∈ CN×N such that ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ 1, we canimplement eitA in complexity O˜(tµ(A)polylog(N/ε)). This follows from the quantum Hamilto-nian simulation algorithm of Low and Chuang that expects the input as a block-encoding.Independently, Wang and Wossnig have proven a similar result, with ∥∥A∥∥1 ≤ √N in placeof µ(A) [WW18].
Quantum singular value estimation. In Ref. [KP16], Kerenidis and Prakash give a quantumalgorithm for estimating the singular values of a matrix stored in a quantum data structure.In Theorem 27, we present an algorithm for singular value estimation of a matrix given as ablock-encoding. In the special case when the block-encoding is implemented by a quantumdata structure, we recover the result of [KP16].
Quantum linear system solver. Given a block-encoding of A, which is a unitary U with A/αin the top left corner, for some α , we can implement a block-encoding of A−1 (Lemma 9), whichis a unitary V with A−1/(2κ) in the top left corner, where κ is an upper bound on6 ∥∥A−1∥∥.Such a block-encoding can be applied to a state |b〉 to get 12κ |0〉⊗a(A−1|b〉) + |0⊥〉 for someunnormalized state |0⊥〉 orthogonal to every state with |0〉 in the first a registers. Performingamplitude amplification on this procedure, we can approximate the state A−1|b〉/∥∥A−1|b〉∥∥.
6In the special case when ∥∥A∥∥ = 1, κ is an upper bound on the condition number of A, justifying the notation.
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However, this gives quadratic dependence on the condition number of A, whereas only lineardependence is needed for quantum linear systems solvers in the sparse-access input model,thanks to the technique of variable-time amplitude amplification. Using this technique, we areable to show, in Theorem 30, that given a block-encoding of A, we can approximate the stateA−1|b〉/∥∥A−1|b〉∥∥ in time O˜(ακTU log3(1/ε) + κTb log(1/ε)),where TU is the complexity of implementing the block-encoding of A, and Tb is the cost of asubroutine that generates |b〉. From this, it follows that, given A in a quantum data structure,we can implement a QLS solver in complexity
O˜(κµ(A)polylog(N/ε)),
which we prove in Theorem 34.Using our new technique of variable-time amplitude estimation, in Corollary 32, we alsoshow how to compute a (1± ε)-multiplicative estimate of ∥∥A−1|b〉∥∥ in complexity
O˜(κε (αTU + Tb)).
Negative powers of Hamiltonians. Finally, we generalize our QLS solver to apply A−c forany c ∈ (0,∞). Using variable-time amplification techniques we show in Theorem 33 that, ifwe have access to a unitary U that block-encodes of A, such that A/α is the top left block ofU , and U can be implemented in cost TU , then we can generate A−c|b〉/∥∥A−c|b〉∥∥ in complexity
O(αqκqTU log3(1/ε) + κqTb log(1/ε))
where q = max{1, c} and Tb is the complexity of prepare |b〉.
1.2 Application to least squaresProblem statements. The problem of ordinary least squares (OLS) is the following. Givendata points {(~x (i), y(i))}Mi=1 for ~x (1), . . . , ~x (M) ∈ RN and y(1), . . . , y(M) ∈ R, find ~β ∈ RN thatminimizes: M∑
i=1 (y(i) − ~βT ~x (i))2. (1)The motivation for this task is the assumption that the samples are obtained from some processsuch that at every sample i, y(i) depends linearly on ~x (i), up to some random noise, so y(i) isdrawn from a random variable ~βT ~x (i) + Ei, where Ei is a random variable with mean 0, forexample, a Gaussian. The vector ~β that minimizes (1) represents a good estimate of theunderlying linear function. We assume M ≥ N so that it is feasible to recover this linearfunction.We can generalize this task to settings in which certain samples are thought to be ofhigher quality than others, for example, because the random variables Ei are not identical. Weexpress this belief by assigning a positive weight wi to each sample, and minimizing
M∑
i=1 wi(y(i) − ~βT ~x (i))2. (2)
Finding ~β given X , ~w and ~y is the problem of weighted least squares (WLS).
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We can further generalize to settings in which the random variables Ei for sample i arecorrelated. In the problem of generalized least squares (GLS), the presumed correlations inerror between pairs of samples are given in a symmetric non-singular covariance matrix Ω.We then want to find the vector ~β that minimizes
M∑
i,j=1 Ω−1i,j (y(i) − ~βT ~x (i))(y(j) − ~βT ~x (j)). (3)We will consider solving quantum versions of these problems. Specifically, a quantum WLSsolver (resp. quantum GLS solver ) is given access to ~y ∈ RM , X ∈ RM×N , and positive weightsw1, . . . , wM (resp. Ω), in some specified manner, and outputs an ε-approximation of a quantumstate ∑i βi|i〉/∥∥∥~β∥∥∥, where ~β minimizes the expression in (2) (resp. (3)).
Prior work. Quantum algorithms for least squares fitting were first considered in [WBL12].They considered query access to X , and a procedure for outputting |y〉 =∑i yi|i〉/∥∥~y∥∥, whichwe refer to as the sparse-access input model. They present a quantum OLS solver, outputtinga state proportional to a solution ~β, that runs in time O˜(min{log(M)s3κ6/ε, log(M)sκ6/ε2}),where s is the sparsity of X , and κ the condition number. To compute a state proportionalto ~β, they first apply XT to |y〉 to get a state proportional to XT ~y, using techniques similarto [HHL09]. They then apply (XTX )−1 using the quantum linear system solving algorithm of[HHL09], giving a final state proportional to (XTX )−1XT ~y = X+~y.The approach of [WBL12] was later improved upon by [LZ17], who also give a quantum OLSsolver in the sparse-access input model. Unlike [WBL12], they apply X+ directly, by usingHamiltonian simulation of X and phase estimation to estimate the singular values of X , andthen apply a rotation depending on the inverse singular value if it’s larger than 0, and usingamplitude amplification to de-amplify the singular-value-zero parts of the state. This resultsin an algorithm with complexity O˜(sκ3 log(M +N)/ε2).Several works have also considered quantum algorithms for least squares problems witha classical output. The first, due to Wang [Wan17b], outputs the vector ~β in a classical form.The input model should be compared with the sparse-access model — although ~y is given inclassical random access memory, an assumption about the regularity of ~y means the quantumstate |y〉 can be efficiently prepared. The algorithm also requires a regularity condition onthe matrix X . The algorithm’s complexity is poly(logM,N, κ, 1ε ). Like [LZ17], Wang’s algorithmuses techniques from quantum linear system solving to apply X+ directly to |y〉. To do this,Hamiltonian simulation of X is accomplished via what we would call a block-encoding of X .This outputs a state proportional to X+~y, whose amplitudes can be estimated one-by-one torecover ~β.A second algorithm to consider least squares with a classical output is [SSP16], which doesnot output ~β, but rather, given an input ~x , outputs ~xT ~β, thus predicting a new data point. Thisalgorithm requires that ~x , ~y, and even X be given as quantum states, and assumes that Xhas low approximate rank. The algorithm uses techniques from quantum principal componentanalysis [LMR14], and runs in time O(log(N)κ2/ε3).Recently, Kerenidis and Prakash introduced the quantum data structure input model [KP16].This input model fits data analysis tasks, because unlike in more abstract problems suchas Hamiltonian simulation, where the input matrix may be assumed to be sparse and well-structured so that we can hope to have implemented efficient subroutines to find the non-zeroentries of the rows and columns, the input to least squares is generally noisy data for whichwe may not assume any such structure. In Ref. [KP17], utilizing this data structure, theysolve the quantum version of the weighted least squares problem. Their algorithm assumes
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access to quantum data structures storing X , or some closely related matrix (see Section 2.2),W = diag( ~w), and ~y, and have running time O˜(κ6µε polylog(MN)), where κ is the conditionnumber of XT√W , and µ is some prior choice of ∥∥∥XT√W∥∥∥F or √s2p(XT√W )s2(1−p)(XT√W )for some p ∈ [0, 1]7. Note that the choice of µ impacts the way X must be encoded, leading toa family of algorithms requiring slightly different encodings of the input.
Our results. We give quantum WLS and GLS solvers in the model where the input is givenas a block-encoding. As a special case, we get quantum WLS and GLS solvers in the quantumdata structure input model of Kerenidis and Prakash. Our quantum WLS solver has complexity
O˜(µκpolylog(MN/ε)).8
This is a 6-th power improvement in the dependence on κ, and an exponential improvementin the dependent on 1/ε as compared with the quantum WLS solver of [KP17]. Our quantumWLS solver is presented in Section 5.1.1, Theorem 35. Since our algorithm is designed via theblock-encoding framework, we also get an algorithm in the sparse-access input model with thesame complexity, where µ is replaced by s, the sparsity. As a special case we get a quantumOLS solver, which compares favourably to previous quantum OLS solvers in the sparse-accessmodel [WBL12, LZ17] in having a linear dependence on κ, and a polylog(1/ε) dependence onthe precision. However, these previous results rely on QLS solver subroutines which havesince been improved, so their complexity can also likely be improved.In addition, we give the first quantum GLS solver. We first show how to implement a GLSsolver when the inputs are given as block-encodings (Theorem 36). As a special case, we get aquantum GLS solver in the quantum data structure input model (Corollary 39), with complexity
O˜(κXκΩ(µX + µΩκΩ)polylog(MN/ε)), 9
where κΩ and κX are the condition numbers of Ω and X , and µΩ and µX are quantities thatdepend on how the input is given, as in the case of WLS. As before, since our algorithm isdesigned via the block-encoding framework, we also get an algorithm in the sparse-accessinput model with the same complexity, replacing µX and µΩ with the respective sparsities ofX and Ω. For details, see Section 5.1.2.
1.3 Application to estimating electrical network quantitiesProblem statements. An electrical network is a weighted graph G(V ,E,w) of |V | = N verticesand |E | = M edges, with the weight of each edge we being the inverse of the resistance(conductance) between the two underlying nodes. Given an external current input to thenetwork, represented by a vector spanned by the vertices of the network, we consider theproblem of estimating the power dissipated in the network, up to a multiplicative error ε. Aspecial case of this, where the external current just has a unit entering at vertex s and leavingat vertex t is the effective resistance between s and t.
7We stress that our algorithms do not achieve the minimum possible µ, but rather, we need to store the inputin QROM with a particular µ in mind. We might more accurately describe the quantum data structure input modelas a family of input models, parametrized by µ.8For comparison with the results of [KP17], we assume ∥∥∥√WX∥∥∥ ≤ 1, and the normalized residual error of thefit is bounded by a constant. For details see Section 5.1.1.9Assuming ∥∥X∥∥ and ∥∥Ω∥∥ are bounded by 1, and the normalized residual error of the fit is bounded by a constant.For details see Corollary 39.
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The electrical networks we consider here can be dense, i.e. the maximum degree of thenetwork, d, can scale with N . In addition to considering the sparse-access input model,we consider the quantum data structure input model, i.e. we assume that certain matricesrepresenting the network are stored in a quantum-accessible data structure.
Prior work. Electrical networks have previously been studied in several quantum algorithmiccontexts. Belovs [Bel13] established a relationship between the problem of finding a markednode in a graph by a quantum walk and the effective resistance of the graph. Building on thiswork, several other quantum algorithms have been developed [BCJ+13, Mon15, MLM17].Ref. [IJ16] gave a quantum algorithm for estimating the effective resistance between twonodes in a network when the input is given in the adjacency query model. This allows oneto query the ij-th entry of the adjacency matrix, in contrast to what we are referring to asthe sparse-access model, in which one can query the i-th nonzero entry of the j-th row.They considered the unweighted case, where all conductances are in {0, 1}, and showed howto estimate the effective resistance between two nodes, Rs,t , to multiplicative accuracy ε incomplexity:
O˜(min{N√Rs,tε3/2 , N
√Rs,tε√dλ
}),
where λ is the spectral gap of the normalized Laplacian.Wang [Wan17a] presented two quantum algorithms for estimating certain quantities inlarge sparse electrical networks: one based on the quantum linear system solver for sparsematrices by [CKS17], the other based on quantum walks. Using both of these algorithms, Wangestimates the power dissipated, the effective resistance between two nodes, the current acrossan edge and the voltage between two nodes. Wang’s algorithms work in the sparse-accessinput model, in which the algorithm accesses the input by querying the i-th neighbour of thej-th vertex, for i ∈ [d] and j ∈ [N ], where d is the maximum degree.In particular, we focus on the problems of approximating the power dissipated in a networkand the effective resistance between two nodes. If the maximum edge weight of the networkis wmax and λ is the spectral gap of the normalized Laplacian of the network, then Wang’sfirst algorithm for solving these tasks is based on solving a certain quantum linear system andthen estimating the norm of the output state by using amplitude estimation. The resultingcomplexity is O˜(wmaxd2λε polylog(N)
).
On the other hand, the quantum walk based algorithm by Wang solves these problems incomplexity
O˜(min{√wmaxd3/2λε , wmax
√dλ3/2ε
}polylog(N)).
Our results. Using the block-encoding framework, we give algorithms that improve on Wang’ssparse-access input model algorithms for certain parameters, and in addition, we give the firstquantum algorithms for estimating the effective resistance between two nodes and the powerdissipated by the network in the quantum data structure input model, where the weightedvertex-edge incidence matrix of the electrical network, as well as the input current vector, aregiven as a quantum data structure.Our algorithms are based on the quantum-linear-system-solver-based algorithms of Wang.As described in Section 5.2, we replace the quantum linear systems algorithm used by Wang,
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which assumes sparse access to the input [CKS17], with the QLS solver that we develop here,which assumes the input is given as a block-encoding. We also replace standard amplitudeestimation with variable time amplitude estimation. As such, we are not only able to improveupon Wang’s algorithms in the sparse-access model, but also provide new algorithms for thesame problem in the quantum data structure model.In Corollary 44, we prove that in the sparse-access input model, there is a quantum algo-rithm for estimating the dissipated power (or as a special case, the effective resistance) to anε-multiplicative error in complexity
O˜(d3/2ε
√wmaxλ polylog(N)
).
Thus our algorithm always outperforms the linear-systems based algorithm by Wang. Ascompared to the quantum-walk based-algorithm:
(i) When d < √wmax/λ, we have a speedup of O˜(1/√λ).
(ii) When d > √wmax/λ, we have a speedup as long as √wmax/λ < d < √wmax/λ.In comparison to the algorithm of Ref. [IJ16], our algorithm (in the sparse-access inputmodel) has a speedup as long as Rs,t  d4/N2, although we note that these results are notdirectly comparable, as they assume very different input models.In Corollary 45, we give the first quantum algorithm for estimating the dissipated power(or as a special case, the effective resistance) in the quantum data structure model, withcomplexity:
O˜(1ε
√dwmaxNλ
).
This algorithm outperforms the quantum-linear-system-based algorithms by Wang for boththese tasks when the maximum degree of the electrical network is Ω(N1/3). On the other hand,as compared to the quantum walk based algorithm:
(i) When d < √wmax/λ, we have a speedup as long as λ < d2/N .(ii) When d > √wmax/λ, we have a speedup as long as λ < √wmax/N.In comparison to the algorithm for estimating effective resistance in the adjacency querymodel from Ref. [IJ16], we get an improvement whenever λ = Ω(1) and Rs,t  d2/N .We emphasize that our algorithm in Corollary 45 is not directly comparable to any of theseprevious results, since the input models are different.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 NotationWe begin by introducing some notation. For A ∈ CM×N , define A ∈ C(M+N)×(M+N) by
A = [ 0 AA† 0 ]. (4)
For many applications where we want to simulate A, or a function of A, it suffices to simulate A.
For A ∈ CN×N , we define the following norms:
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• Spectral norm: ∥∥A∥∥ = max{∥∥A|u〉∥∥ : ∥∥|u〉∥∥ = 1}
• Frobenius norm: ∥∥A∥∥F =√∑i,j A2i,j
For A ∈ CM×N , let Ai,· denote the i-th row of A, row(A) the span of the rows of A, andcol(A) = row(AT ). Define the following:
• For q ∈ [0, 1], sq(A) = maxi∈M∥∥Ai,·∥∥qq
• For p ∈ [0, 1], µp(A) =√s2p(A)s2(1−p)(AT )
• σmin(A) = min{∥∥A|u〉∥∥ : |u〉 ∈ row(A),∥∥|u〉∥∥ = 1} (the smallest non-zero singular value)• σmax(A) = max{∥∥A|u〉∥∥ : ∥∥|u〉∥∥ = 1} (the larges singular value)• ∥∥A∥∥ = ∥∥A∥∥ = σmax(A)For A ∈ CM×N with singular value decomposition A = ∑i σi|ui〉〈vi|, we define the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A by A+ = ∑i σ−1i |vi〉〈ui|. For a matrix A, we let A(p) be definedA(p)i,j = (Ai,j )p.
2.2 Quantum-accessible data structureWe will consider the following data structure, studied in [KP16]. We will refer to this datastructure as a quantum-accessible data structure, because it is a classical data structure,which, if stored in QROM, is addressable in superposition, but needn’t be able to store aquantum state, facilitates the implementation of certain useful quantum operations. In ourcomplexity analysis, we consider the cost of accessing a QROM of size N to be polylog(N).Although this operation requires order N gates [GLM08, AGJO+15], but the gates can bearranged in parallel such that the depth of the circuit indeed remains polylog(N).The following is proven in [KP16]. We include the proof for completeness.
Theorem 1 (Implementing quantum operators using an efficient data structure [KP16]). LetA ∈ RM×N be a matrix with Aij ∈ R being the entry of the i-th row and the j-th column. If w isthe number of non-zero entries of A, then there exists a data structure of size10 O(w log2(MN))that, given the entries (i, j, Aij ) in an arbitrary order, stores them such that time10 taken tostore each entry of A is O(log(MN)). Once this data structure has been initiated with allnon-zero entries of A, there exists a quantum algorithm that can perform the following mapswith ε-precision in O(polylog(MN/ε)) time:
U˜ : |i〉|0〉 7→ |i〉 1∥∥Ai,·∥∥
N∑
j=1 Ai,j |j〉 = |i, Ai〉,
V˜ : |0〉|j〉 7→ 1∥∥A∥∥F
M∑
i=1
∥∥Ai,·∥∥|i〉|j〉 = |A˜, j〉,
10Here, for simplicity we assume that we can store a real number in 1 data register, however more realisticallywe should actually count the number of bits, incurring logarithmic overheads. Also in this theorem we assign unitcost for classical arithmetic operations.
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where |Ai,·〉 is the normalized quantum state corresponding to the i-th row of A and |A˜〉 is anormalized quantum state such that 〈i|A˜〉 = ∥∥Ai,·∥∥, i.e. the norm of the i-th row of A.In particular, given a vector ~v ∈ RM×1 stored in this data structure, we can generate anε-approximation of the superposition ∑Mi=1 vi|i〉/∥∥~v∥∥ in complexity polylog(M/ε).Proof. The idea is to have a classical data structure to which the quantum algorithm hasaccess. The data structure includes an array of M full binary trees, each having N leaves. Forthe incoming entry (Aij , i, j), the tuple (A2i,j , sign(Aij )) is stored in leaf j of binary tree Bi. Aninternal node l stores the sum of the entries of the leaves in the subtree rooted at l. In thisway, the root of binary tree Bi contains the entry∑Nj=1 A2i,j . Let the value of any internal nodel of Bi, at depth d be denoted by Bi,l. Then if jb represents the b-th bit of j , then
Bi,l = ∑j1...jd=l;jd+1...jlog(N)∈{0,1}
A2i,j .
This implies that the first d bits of j written in binary is fixed to l, indicating that we are atdepth d. So whenever a new entry comes in, all nodes of the binary tree corresponding to theentry gets updated. In the end the root stores ∥∥Ai,·∥∥2. As there are at most O(logN) nodes fromthe leaf to the root of any binary tree and to find the address of each entry takes O(log(MN)),inserting each entry into this data structure takes O(log2(MN)) time. If there are w non-zeroentries in A, then the memory requirement of this data structure is O(w log2(MN)), becauseeach entry can cause dlog(N)e new nodes to be added, each of which require O(log(MN))registers.To construct the unitary U˜ in O(polylog(MN/ε)) time, quantum access to this data structureis required. A sequence of controlled-rotations is performed, similarly to the ideas of [GR02].For any internal node Bi,l at depth d, conditioned on the first register being |i〉 and the first dqubits of the second register being equal to l, the following rotation is made to the (d+ 1)-thqubit |i〉|l〉|0....0〉 7→ |i〉|l〉 1√Bi,l
(√Bi,2l|0〉+√Bi,2l+1|1〉)|0....0〉.
For the last qubit, i.e. the dlog(n)e-th qubit, the sign of the entry is also included
|i〉|l〉|0〉 7→ |i〉|l〉 1√Bi,l
(sign(a2l)√Bi,2l|0〉+ sign(a2l+1)√Bi,2l+1|1〉).
So performing U˜ requires dlog(N)e controlled rotations and for each of which two queriesto the classical database is made to query the children of the node under consideration.Discretization errors can be nicely bounded and one can see that an ε-approximation of U˜can be implemented in O(polylog(MN/ε)) time.To implement V˜ , we require an additional binary tree B having M leaf nodes. Leaf j storesthe entry of the root of binary tree Bj . As before, all internal nodes l store the sum of theentries of the subtree rooted at l. So just as before, by applying dlog(M)e controlled rota-tions, each of which queries the database twice, we can implement an ε-approximation of V˜in O(polylog(MN/ε)) time.
Preparation of quantum states: Note that this data structure is also useful for preparinga quantum state when the entries of a classical vector arrive in an online manner. Formallyspeaking, if ~v ∈ RM is a vector with i-th entry vi, then using the quantum-accessible datastructure described above, one can prepare the quantum state |~v〉 = 1∥∥~v∥∥∑i vi|i〉. The idea is
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similar to the case of a matrix. One can store the tuple (v2i , sign(vi)) in the i-th leaf of a binarytree. As before, any internal node l stores the sum of squares of the entries of the subtreerooted at l. So, we can use the same unitary U˜ as before to obtain |~v〉.
As a corollary, we have the following, which allows us to generate alternative quantumstate representations of the rows of A, as long as we have stored A appropriately beforehand:
Corollary 2. If A(p) is stored in a quantum data structure, then there exists a quantum algorithmthat can perform the following map with ε-precision in polylog(MN/ε) time:
|i〉|0〉 7→ |i〉 1s2p(A)
N∑
j=1 Api,j |j〉.
In Section 4 we show that using these techniques one can efficiently implement a block-encoding of the matrix A, as defined below.
2.3 Unitary block-encoding of matricesWe will take advantage of recent techniques in Hamiltonian simulation [LC16, LC17], whichenable us to present our results in a nice unified framework. The presented techniques giverise to exponential improvements in the dependence on precision in several applications. Inthis framework we will represents a subnormalised matrix as the top-left block of a unitary.
U = ( A/α .. . )
Following the exposition of Gilyén et al. [GSLW18] we use the following definition:
Definition 3 (Block-encoding). Suppose that A is an s-qubit operator, α, ε ∈ R+ and a ∈ N.Then we say that the (s+ a)-qubit unitary U is an (α, a, ε)-block-encoding11 of A, if∥∥A− α(〈0|⊗a ⊗ I)U(|0〉⊗a ⊗ I)∥∥ ≤ ε.
Block-encodings are really intuitive to work with. For example, one can easily take theproduct of two block-encoded matrices by keeping their ancilla qubits separately. The fol-lowing lemma shows that the errors during such a multiplication simply add up as one wouldexpect, and the block-encoding does not introduce any additional errors.
Lemma 4 (Product of block-encoded matrices). If U is an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of an s-qubitoperator A, and V is a (β, b, ε)-block-encoding of an s-qubit operator B then12 (Ib⊗U)(Ia⊗V )is an (αβ, a+ b, αε + βδ)-block-encoding of AB.
11Note that since ∥∥U∥∥ = 1 we necessarily have ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ α + ε.12In the expression (Ib ⊗U)(Ia ⊗ V ), the identity operator Ib should be seen as acting on the ancilla qubits of V ,and Ia on those of U .
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Proof. ∥∥∥AB − αβ(〈0|⊗a+b ⊗ I)(Ib ⊗ U)(Ia ⊗ V )(|0〉⊗a+b ⊗ I)∥∥∥=∥∥∥AB − α(〈0|⊗a ⊗ I)U(|0〉⊗a ⊗ I)︸ ︷︷ ︸A˜ β(〈0|
⊗b ⊗ I)V (|0〉⊗b ⊗ I)︸ ︷︷ ︸B˜
∥∥∥
=∥∥∥AB − A˜B + A˜B − A˜B˜∥∥∥
=∥∥∥(A− A˜)B + A˜(B − B˜)∥∥∥
=∥∥∥A− A˜∥∥∥β + α∥∥∥B − B˜∥∥∥≤αε + βδ.
The above lemma assumes that both matrices are of size 2s × 2s. This is in fact withoutloss of generality, if the two matrices have size say M×N and N×K where M,N,K ≤ 2s wecan simply “pad” the matrices with zero entries, which does not affect the result of the matrixproduct.Also the above lemma can be made more efficient in some cases when both A and B aresignificantly subnormalized. In such a situation we can first amplify the block-encodings andthen only after that take their product. This improvement is based on the fact a subnormalizedblock-encoding can be efficiently amplified, as shown by Low and Chuang [LC17] and Gilyénet al. [GSLW18]. The precise argument can be found in Appendix A.Lemma 5. (Poduct of preamplified block-matrices [LC16]) Let A ∈ RM×N and B ∈ RN×Ksuch that ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ 1,∥∥B∥∥ ≤ 1. If α ≥ 1 and U is a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of A that canbe implemented in time TU ; β ≥ 1 and V is a (β, b, ε)-block-encoding of B that can beimplemented in time TV , then there is a (2, a+b+2,√2(δ+ε+γ))-block-encoding of AB thatcan be implemented in time O((α(TU + a) + β(TV + b)) log(1/γ)).Also note that if we have a block-encoding for A, it can be easily converted to a block-encoding of A, as shown by the following lemma.Lemma 6 (Complementing block-encoded matrices). Let U is be an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding ofan s-qubit operator A, and let cU denote the (a+1+s)-qubit controlled-U operator, that actson the first a and last s qubits controlled on the (a + 1)st qubit. Then cU† (Ia ⊗ X ⊗ Is)cU isan (α, a+ 1, δ)-block-encoding of A.The following theorem about block-Hamiltonian simulation is a corollary of the results of[LC16, Theorem 1], which also includes bounds on the propagation of errors. For more detailssee Appendix A.1.Theorem 7. (Block-Hamiltonian simulation [LC16]) Suppose that U is an (α, a, ε/|2t|)-block-encoding of the Hamiltonian H . Then we can implement an ε-precise Hamiltonian simula-tion unitary V which is an (1, a+ 2, ε)-block-encoding of eitH , with O(|αt|+ log(1/ε)) uses ofcontrolled-U or its inverse and with O(a|αt|+ a log(1/ε)) two-qubit gates.From this, we can prove the following useful statement (proven in Appendix A.2 as Lemma 52).Lemma 8 (Implementing controlled Hamiltonian simulation operators). Let T = 2J for someJ ∈ N and ε ≥ 0. Suppose that U is an (α, a, ε/|8(J + 1)2T |)-block-encoding of the Hamil-tonian H . Then we can implement a (1, a + 2, ε)-block-encoding of ∑T−1t=1 |t〉〈t| ⊗ eitH , withO(αT + J log(J/ε)) uses of controlled-U or its inverse and with O(a(αT + J log(J/ε))) two-qubitgates.
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Apeldoorn et al. developed some general techniques [AGGW17, Appendix B] that make itpossible to implement smooth-functions of a Hamiltonian H , accessing H only via controlled-Hamiltonian simulation. Using their techniques, we show in Appendix A.2 the following resultsabout implementing negative and positive powers of Hermitian matrices.
Lemma 9. (Implementing negative powers of Hermitian matrices) Let c ∈ (0,∞), κ ≥ 2, and letH be a Hermitian matrix such that I/κ  H  I . Suppose that δ = o(ε/(κ1+c(1 + c) log3 κ1+cε )),and U is an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H , that can be implemented using TU elementary gates.Then for any ε, we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (2κc, a+O(log(κ1+c log 1ε), ε)-block-encoding of H−c in cost O(ακ(a+ TU )(1 + c) log2(κ1+cε
)).
Lemma 10. (Implementing positive powers of Hermitian matrices) Let c ∈ (0, 1], κ ≥ 2, andH a Hermitian matrix such that I/κ  H  I . Suppose that for δ = o(ε/(κ log3 κε )), andwe are given a unitary U that is an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H , that can be implementedusing TU elementary gates. Then for any ε, we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (2, a +O(log log(1/ε)), ε)-block-encoding of Hc in cost
O(ακ(a+ TU ) log2(κ/ε)).
Finally, we note that subsequent work of Gilyén et al. [GSLW18] improved the log factorof the above two lemmas quadratically, and reduced the ancilla space overhead to a constant.This also directly implies an improvement in the log factors of the results presented in Section 4.
2.4 Sparse-access input modelIn the sparse-access model we assume that the input matrix A ∈ CM×N has sr-sparse rowsand sc-sparse columns, such that the matrix elements can be queried via an oracle
OA : |i〉|j〉|0〉⊗b 7→ |i〉|j〉|aij〉 ∀i ∈ [M ], j ∈ [N ].
Moreover, the indices of non-zero elements of each row can be queried via an oracle
Or : |i〉|k〉 7→ |i〉|rik〉 ∀i ∈ [N ], k ∈ [sr ], where
rij is the index for the j-th non-zero entry of the i-th row of A, or if there are less than inon-zero entries, then it is j + N . If A is not symmetric (or Hermitian) then we also assumethe analogous oracle for columns. It is not difficult to prove [Chi10] that a block-encoding of Acan be efficiently implemented in the sparse-access input model, see [GSLW18, Lemma 48] fora direct proof.
Lemma 11 (Constructing block-encodings for sparse-access matrices [GSLW18, Lemma 48]).Let A ∈ CM×N be an sr , sc row and column-sparse matrix given in the sparse-access inputmodel. Then for any ε ∈ (0, 1), we can implement a (√srsc, polylog(MN/ε), ε)-block-encodingof A with O(1) queries and polylog(MN/ε) elementary gates.
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3 Variable-time amplitude amplification and estimation
Following the work of Ambainis [Amb12] we define variable-stopping-time quantum algorithms.In our presentation we use the formulation of Childs et al. [CKS17] which makes the statementseasier to read, while one does not lose much of the generality.In the problem of variable-time amplitude amplification the goal is to amplify the successprobability of a variable-stopping-time algorithm by exploiting that the computation may endafter time tj marking a significant portion of the quantum state as “bad”. Here we define theproblem of variable-time amplitude estimation which asks for an ε-multiplicative estimate ofthe initial unamplified amplitude/probability of success.Our approach to variable-time amplitude estimation is that we first solve the mindful-amplification problem, where we amplify the amplitude to Θ(1), while also determining theamplification gain up to ε/3-multiplicative precision. Then we estimate to ε/3-multiplicativeprecision the amplitude after the mindful-amplification using amplitude estimation, incurringan overhead of ≈ 1/ε. This then results in an ε-multiplicative approximation of the initialamplitude.
Definition 12 (Mindful-amplification problem). For a given ε > 0, a quantum algorithm A andan orthogonal projector Π, the ε-mindful-amplification problem is the following: Construct analgorithm A′ such that ΠA′|0〉 ∝ ΠA|0〉 and ∥∥ΠA′|0〉∥∥ = Θ(1), moreover output a number Γsuch that ∥∥ΠA′|0〉∥∥Γ∥∥ΠA|0〉∥∥ ∈ [1− ε, 1 + ε].
3.1 Variable-stopping-time algorithms and variable-time amplificationNow we turn to discussing variable-stopping-time quantum algorithms. The main idea of suchan algorithm is that there are m possible stopping times, and for each stopping time tj , thereis a control register that can be set to 1 at time tj , indicating that the computation has stoppedon that branch. More precisely it means that after time tj , the algorithm does not alter thepart of the quantum state for which the control flag has been set to 1 by time tj .Definition 13 (Variable-stopping-time quantum algorithm). We say that A = Am · . . . · A1 is avariable-stopping-time quantum algorithm if A acts on H = HC ⊗HA, where HC = ⊗mi=1HCiwith HCi = Span(|0〉, |1〉), and each unitary Aj acts on HCj ⊗HA controlled on the first j − 1qubits |0〉⊗j−1 ∈ ⊗j−1i=1HCi being in the all-0 state.In the case of variable-time amplitude amplification the space HA on which the algo-rithm acts has a flag which indicates success, i.e., HA = HF ⊗ HW , where the flag spaceHF = Span(|g〉, |b〉) indicates “good” and “bad” outcomes. Also we define stopping times0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tm = Tmax such that for all j ∈ [m] the algorithm Aj · . . . · A1 has(query/gate) complexity tj . In order to analyse such an algorithm we define the probability ofthe different stopping times. We use |0〉 ∈ H to denote the all-0 initial state on which we runthe algorithm A.
Definition 14 (Probability of stopping by time t). We define the orthogonal projector
Πstop≤t := ∑j : tj≤t |1〉〈1|Cj ⊗ IHA ,
where by |1〉〈1|Cj we denote the orthogonal projector on HC which projects onto the state|0〉HC1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0〉HCj−1 ⊗ |1〉HCj ⊗ |0〉HCj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0〉HCm .
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We define pstop≤t := ∥∥Πstop≤tA|0〉∥∥2, and similarly pstop≥t . Finally we define the projector
Π(j)mg := I − Πstop≤tj · (IHC ⊗ |b〉〈b|HF ⊗ IHW ),
and p(j)mg := ∥∥∥Π(j)mgA|0〉∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥Π(j)mgAj · . . . · A1|0〉∥∥∥2 expressing the probability that the state“maybe good” after the j-th segment of the algorithm has been used. This is 1 minus theprobability that the state was found to be “bad” by the end of the j-th segment of the algorithm.
For simplicity from now on we assume that pstop≤tm = 1. Using the above notation we cansay that in the problem of variable-time amplitude amplification the goal is to prepare a state∝ Π(m)mgA|0〉; in variable-time amplitude estimation the goal is to estimate psucc := ∥∥∥Π(m)mgA|0〉∥∥∥2.Now we define what we precisely mean by variable-time amplification.
Definition 15 (Variable-time amplification). We say that A′ = (A′1,A′2, . . . ,A′m) is a variable-time amplification of A if A′0 = I and ∀j ∈ [m] : Π(j)mgA′j |0〉 ∝ Π(j)mgAjA′j−1|0〉, moreover A′j usesthe circuit AjA′j−1 and its inverse a total of qj times and on top of that it uses at most gjelementary gates. We define aj := ∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j)mgAjA′j−1|0〉∥∥∥ as the amplification of the j-th phase, andoj := qjaj as the (query) overhead of the j-th amplification phase.Note that the above definition implies that for a variable-time amplification A′ we havethat ∀j ∈ [m] : Π(j)mgA′j |0〉 ∝ Π(j)mgAjAj−1 · · · A1|0〉, in particular Π(j)mgA′m|0〉 ∝ Π(j)mgA|0〉.The following lemma analyses the efficiency of a variable-time amplification A′.
Lemma 16. For all j < k ∈ [m] we have that A′k uses A′j a total of∥∥∥Π(k)mgA′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥
√√√√p(j)mgp(k)mg ·
k∏
i=j+1oi (5)
times.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on k − j . For j = k the statement is trivial. Forj = k − 1 we have that A′k uses A′k−1 a total of qk = ak · ok times by definition. Now observethat
ak =
∥∥∥Π(k)mgA′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k)mgAkA′k−1|0〉∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥Π(k)mgA′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A′k−1|0〉∥∥∥
∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A′k−1|0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k)mgAkA′k−1|0〉∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥Π(k)mgA′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A′k−1|0〉∥∥∥
∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A|0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k)mgA|0〉∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥Π(k)mgA′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A′k−1|0〉∥∥∥
√√√√p(k−1)mgp(k)mg .
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Finally we show the induction step when j < k − 1. As we observed above A′k uses A′k−1 atotal of ∥∥∥Π(k)mgA′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A′k−1|0〉∥∥∥
√√√√p(k−1)mgp(k)mg · ok
times. Note that A′k only uses A′j via A′k−1. By the induction hypothesis we know that A′k−1uses A′j a total of ∥∥∥Π(k−1)mg A′k |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥
√√√√ p(j)mgp(k−1)mg ·
k−1∏
i=j+1oitimes, which then implies the statement.
Corollary 17. Π(m)mgA′m|0〉 ∝ Π(m)mgA|0〉 and for all j ∈ [m], A′m uses Aj a total of at most∥∥∥Π(m)mgA′m|0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j−1)mg A′j−1|0〉∥∥∥
(1 +√pstop≥tjpsucc
) · m∏i=j oi (6)
times.
Proof. By Definition 15 we have that A′m uses Aj and A′j−1 the same number of times. ByLemma 16 we know the latter is used a total of ∥∥∥Π(m)mgA′m|0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j−1)mg A′j−1|0〉∥∥∥
√p(j−1)mgp(m)mg · ∏mi=j+1 oi times. ByDefinition 14 we have that psucc = p(m)mg and p(j−1)mg ≤ psucc + pstop≥tj from which the statementfollows using the simple observation that ∀a, b ∈ R+0 : √a+ b ≤ √a+√b.Now we define some uniform bound quantities, which make it easier to analyze the per-formance of variable-time amplification.
Definition 18 (Uniformly bounded variable-time amplification). If the variable-time amplifica-tion algorithm A′ is such that for some E,G,O ∈ R+ we have that ∀j ∈ [m] :∥∥∥Π(m)mgA′m|0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j−1)mg A′j−1|0〉∥∥∥ ≤ E, gj ≤ G(tj − tj−1), and
m∏
i=1 oi ≤ O, (7)
then we say that A′ is (E,G,O)-bounded.
Using the above definition we can derive some intuitive complexity bounds on variable-timeamplifications, essentially recovering13 a bound used by Ambainis [Amb12].
Corollary 19. IfA′ is an (E,G,O)-bounded variable-time amplification, thenA′m has complexityat most EO(Tmax + I√psucc) coming from the use of the variable-time algorithm A, and it usesat most EGO(Tmax + I√psucc) additional elementary gates, where I ≤ t1 + ∥∥T∥∥2√ln(Tmax/t1)and ∥∥T∥∥2 :=√∑mj=1 t2j · pstop=tj .
13Actually we improve Ambainis’s bound by a factor of √log(Tmax).
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Proof. The complexity of the algorithm segment Aj is tj−tj−1, and due to Corollary 17 A′m usesAj at most EO(1 +√pstop≥tjpsucc ) times. So we can bound the complexity coming from the use ofAj by (tj − tj−1)EO(1 +√pstop≥tjpsucc ), and we can bound the number of additional elementarygates coming from the implementation of A′j by (tj − tj−1)EGO(1 +√pstop≥tjpsucc ).We get the total complexities by summing up these contributions for all j ∈ [m]:
E(G)O m∑i=1 (tj − tj−1)
(1 +√pstop≥tjpsucc
) = E(G)OTmax + 1√psucc
m∑
j=1 (tj − tj−1)√pstop≥tj
. (8)
Before bounding the above expression let us introduce some notation. Let T be a randomvariable corresponding to the stopping times such that P(T = tj ) = pstop=t . Let F be thedistribution function of T , i.e., F (t) := pstop≤t . Also let F−1(p) := inf{t ∈ R : F (t) ≥ p} be thegeneralized inverse distribution function. The intuitive meaning of F−1 is the following: F−1is a monotone increasing function with the property that picking a number p ∈ [0, 1] uniformlyat random, and then outputting the value F−1(p) results in a random variable with the samedistribution as T .Now using the above definitions we rewrite the summation of (8) in the following way:
m∑
j=1 (tj − tj−1)√pstop≥tj =
m∑
j=1 (tj − tj−1)
m∑
k=j
(√pstop>tk−1 −√pstop>tk )
= m∑k=1(√pstop>tk−1 −√pstop>tk )
 k∑j=1 tj −
k−1∑
j=1 tj

= m∑k=1 tk(√pstop>tk−1 −√pstop>tk )
= m∑k=1 tk
(√1− F (tk−1)−√1− F (tk )) (by definition)
= m∑k=1 tk
[−√1− p]p=F (tk )p=F (tk−1)
= m∑k=1
∫ F (tk )
F (tk−1)
tk2√1− pdp
= m∑k=1
∫ F (tk )
F (tk−1)
F−1(p)2√1− pdp (by definition)
= ∫ 10 F−1(p)2√1− pdp=: I.
Thus we get that the total query and gate complexity are bounded by:
E(G)O(Tmax + I√psucc
).
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Now we finish the proof by bounding I . Let c = t21 /T 2max ∈ (0, 1), then we can bound I asfollows14:
I = ∫ 1−c0 F−1(p)2√1− pdp+
∫ 1
1−c
F−1(p)2√1− pdp
≤ ∫ 1−c0 F−1(p)2√1− pdp+
∫ 1
1−c
Tmax2√1− pdp (since F−1 ≤ Tmax)
= ∫ 1−c0 F−1(p)2√1− pdp+√cTmax
≤ 12
√∫ 1−c
0
(F−1(p))2dp√∫ 1−c0 11− pdp+√cTmax (by Hölder’s inequality)
≤ 12
√∫ 1
0
(F−1(p))2dp√∫ 1−c0 11− pdp+√cTmax (since F−1 ≥ 0)
= √cTmax + ∥∥T∥∥22
√∫ 1−c
0
11− pdp (by the definition of F−1)
= √cTmax + ∥∥T∥∥22
√∫ 1
c
1x dx (by a change of variable)
= t1 + ∥∥T∥∥2√2 √ln(Tmax/t1). (by the definition of c)
Note that the above upper bound depends on the distribution of stopping times only via∥∥T∥∥2. Also we can reduce the number of distinct stopping times to ≤ 1 + log(Tmax/t1) whileincreasing the value of ∥∥T∥∥2 by at most a constant factor. Therefore one may assume thatm ≤ 1 + log(Tmax/t1).
3.2 Efficient variable-time amplitude amplification and estimationNow that we have carefully analyzed the complexity of uniformly bounded variable-time am-plifications, we finally apply the results in order to obtain efficient algorithms.The basic method is to use ordinary amplitude amplification in each amplification phase,which was the original approach that Ambainis used [Amb12]. In order to understand theefficiency of this approach we invoke a result of Aaronson and Ambainis [AA03, Lemma 9],which carefully analyses the efficiency of amplitude amplification. We present their result ina slightly reformulated way, fitting the framework of the presented work better.
Lemma 20 (Efficiency of ordinary amplitude amplification). Suppose that A is a quantumalgorithm, Π is an orthogonal projector, and α = ∥∥ΠA|0〉∥∥. Let A(k) denote the quantum
14Note that the presented upper bound is quite tight, and one may not be able to remove the √ln(Tmax) factor.Take for example Tmax ≥ 1 and F−1(p) := min(Tmax , (1− p)−1/2). Then
I = 12
∫ 1−T−2max
0 (1− p)−1dp+
∫ 1
1−T−2max
Tmax2√1− pdp = 1 + ln(Tmax ),
whereas ∥∥T∥∥2 =√1 + 2 ln(Tmax ).
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algorithm that applies k amplitude amplification steps on the outcome of A. If
k ≤ pi4 arcsin(α) − 12 ,then ∥∥∥ΠA(k)|0〉∥∥∥ ≥√1− (2k + 1)2α23 (2k + 1)α.The above result essentially states that if the amplification does not start to wrap around,then the inefficiency of the amplification step is bounded by the final amplitude squared. Wemake this claim precise in the following corollary.
Corollary 21 (A bound on amplification ratio). Suppose thatA,Π, α andA(k) are as in Lemma 20.If we do not overamplify, i.e., (2k + 1) arcsin(α) ≤ pi/2, then2k + 1(∥∥ΠA(k)|0〉∥∥α ) ≤ 1 +
32∥∥∥ΠA(k)|0〉∥∥∥2.
Proof. (2k + 1)α∥∥ΠA(k)|0〉∥∥ ≤ 1√1− (2k+1)2α23 (by Lemma 20)≤ 1√1− (2k+1)2 arcsin2(α)3 (∀α ∈ [0, 1] : arcsin(α) ≥ α)
≤ 1 + 5(2k + 1)2 arcsin2(α)9 (∀x ∈ [0, pi2/12] : 1√1−x ≤ 1 + 53x)≤ 1 + 5pi2 sin2((2k + 1) arcsin(α))9 · 4 (∀y ∈ [0, pi/2] : y ≤ pi2 sin(y))≤ 1 + 3 sin2((2k + 1) arcsin(α))2 (5pi236 ≤ 32)= 1 + 32∥∥∥ΠA(k)|0〉∥∥∥2.The last equality comes from the usual geometric analysis of amplitude amplification.
Now we turn to proving our result about the efficiency of variable-time amplitude amplifi-cation and estimation. A trick we employ is to carefully select the amount of amplification ineach phase so that the inefficiencies remain bounded.
Lemma 22 (Analysis of variable-time amplitude amplification). Suppose A′ is a variable-timeamplification such that for all j ∈ [m] the j-th amplification phase A′j uses kj ≥ 0 ordinaryamplitude amplification steps such that
kj ≤ pi4 arcsin(α) − 12 , (9)
and for all j ∈ [m]∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥ = Θ(max[ 1√m, 1√m− j + 1(1 + ln(m− j + 1))
]). (10)
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Using A′ the variable-time amplification problem can be solved with query complexity15
O(Tmax√m+ ∥∥T∥∥2√log(2Tmax/t1)√m√psucc
).
Proof. We get that E = O(√m) from (10) immediately. We need to work a bit more forbounding O:
O = m∏j=1 oj =
m∏
j=1
qjaj =
m∏
j=1
2kj + 1( ∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j)mgAjA′j−1|0〉∥∥∥
)
≤ m∏j=1
(1 + 32∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥2
) (by Corollary 21)
≤ exp m∑j=1 ln
(1 + 32∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥2
) ≤ exp m∑j=1 32
∥∥∥Π(j)mgA′j |0〉∥∥∥2

≤ expC m∑j=1 max
[ 1m, 1(m− j + 1)(1 + ln(m− j + 1))2
] (for some C ∈ R+ by (10))
Now we show that O ≤ exp(3C ) = O(1) by bounding the expression inside the exponent:
m∑
j=1 max
[ 1m, 1(m− j + 1)(1 + ln(m− j + 1))2
] ≤ m∑j=1 1m +
m∑
j=1
1(m− j + 1)(1 + ln(m− j + 1))2
= 1 + m∑j=1 1j(1 + ln(j))2 = 2 +
m∑
j=2
1j(1 + ln(j))2
≤ 2 + ∫ m1 1x(1 + ln(x))2dx= 2 + [ −11 + ln(x)
]m
1 ≤ 3.Using Corollary 19 we get the final complexity claim of variable-time amplification.Now we describe how to efficiently construct a variable-time amplitude amplification al-gorithm satisfying the above requirements, and derive an efficient algorithm for variable-timeamplitude estimation.Theorem 23 (Efficient variable-time amplitude amplification and estimation). Let U be a state-preparation unitary that prepares the sate U|0〉⊗k = √pprep|0〉|ψ0〉 +√1− pprep|1〉|ψ1〉 andhas query complexity TU . Suppose that A is a variable-stopping-time algorithm such that weknow lower bounds pprep ≥ p′prep and psucc ≥ p′succ. Let T ′max := 2Tmax/t1 and
Q = (Tmax + TU + k√pprep
)√log(T ′max) +
(∥∥T∥∥2 + TU+k√pprep) log(T ′max)√psucc .
15Using m = O(log(2Tmax/t1)), by a little bit more careful analysis in Corollary 19, one can further improve thisbound, in particular one can reduce the Tmax√m term to Tmax.
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We can construct with success probability at least 1 − δ a variable-stopping time algorithmA′ that prepares a state a|0〉A′|ψ0〉 + √1− a2|1〉|ψgarbage〉, such that a = Θ(1) and A′ hascomplexity O(Q), moreover the quantum procedure constructing the classical description of thecircuit of A′ has query complexity
O(Q log(T ′max) log(1δ log
( T ′maxp′prepp′succ
))).
Also, for any ε ∈ (0, 1) the ε-mindful-amplification problem can be solved using A′ withcomplexity O(Qε log2(T ′max) log
( log(T ′max)δ
)).
Proof. We describe how to construct a variable-time amplification algorithm as described inLemma 22.We will use the following fact throughout the proof. If B is a quantum algorithm suchthat B|0〉⊗k = b|0〉|φ0〉 + √1− b2|1〉|φ1〉, then for arbitrary j ∈ N we can boost the successprobability of amplitude estimation in a way that it outputs either b < 2j or b ≥ 2−j such thatthe output is correct with probability at least 1 − δ ′. Moreover, if the implementation cost ofB is TB , then the cost of the procedure is O(2j (TB + k) log(1/δ)).Using the above version of amplitude estimation we can estimate pprep with constant multi-plicative precision and success probability at least 1−δ/4 with complexityO( TU+k√pprep log( log(1/p′prep)δ )).Then we amplify TU using Θ(1/√pprep) amplification steps, to get amplitude Θ(1) on the state|0〉|ψ0〉, and define a new variable-time algorithm A˜ by appending the amplified version of TUto the beginning of the algorithm. This adds C := Θ( TU+k√pprep) to the complexity of the first stepof the algorithm.In order to get the claimed bounds we “sparsify” the stopping times yielding m˜ = O(log(T ′max)),without changing ∥∥∥T˜∥∥∥2 too much. Let us define m˜ := dlog2(T ′max)e, and also for all j ∈ [m˜]t′j := max(tj : tj is a stopping time of A which is less than or equal 2jt1). Then we define thestopping times of A˜ for all j ∈ [m˜] such that t˜j = C + t′j . Then clearly we have thatm˜ = O(log(T ′max)), and T˜max = Tmax + Θ( TU+k√pprep), and ∥∥∥T˜∥∥∥2 ≤ 2(∥∥T∥∥2 + Θ( TU+k√pprep)).Following Definition 15 we construct the variable-time amplification A˜′ inductively. Foreach j ∈ [m˜] after running the algorithm A˜jA˜′j−1 we estimate the maybe-good amplitude withconstant multiplicative precision and success probability at least 1−δ/4/(log(m˜)+log(1/p′succ)).Then we get the algorithm segment A˜′j by applying amplitude amplification kj times on A˜jA˜′j−1,such that requirements (9)-(10) are satisfied. Observe that upon success the the cost of theamplitude estimation procedure is at most O(log( m˜+log2(1/p′succ)δ )) times the cost of runningA˜′j . Moreover the overall success probability is at least 1− δ/2, since upon success there canbe at most m˜+ log2(1/p′succ) amplification steps.Note that the above procedure needs to be completed only once in order to construct avariable-time amplification A˜′, that satisfies the requirements of Lemma 22. The complexitybound on A˜′ follows from Lemma 22. There is no need to use the full procedure constructing A˜′when we use the variable-time amplification itself. The query and gate complexity of the aboveprocedure matches the query and gate complexity of the resulting variable-time amplificationup to a factor O(m˜ log( m˜+log(1/p′succ)δ )), since the sum of the cost of the algorithms A˜j is upperbounded by m˜ times the cost of the variable-time amplified algorithm A˜′.
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Finally observe that in order to get an estimate Γ such that ∥∥∥Π(m˜)mg A˜′|0〉∥∥∥Γ∥∥∥Π(m˜)mg A˜|0〉∥∥∥ ∈ [1− ε, 1 + ε], it
suffices to obtain estimates γj such that ∥∥∥Π(j)mgA˜′j |0〉∥∥∥γj∥∥∥Π(j)mgA˜j A˜′j−1|0〉∥∥∥ ∈ [1− ε2m˜ , 1 + ε2m˜]. Then Γ :=∏m˜j=1 γjis a good enough estimate since
m˜∏
j=1
∥∥∥Π(j)mgA˜′j |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(j)mgA˜jA˜′j−1|0〉∥∥∥ =
m˜∏
j=1
∥∥∥Π(m˜)mg A˜m˜ · . . . · A˜j+1A˜′j |0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(m˜)mg A˜m˜ · . . . · A˜j+1A˜jA˜′j−1|0〉∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥Π(m˜)mg A˜′|0〉∥∥∥∥∥∥Π(m˜)mg A˜|0〉∥∥∥ .
In order to get an estimate of γj it suffices to estimate both ∥∥∥Π(j)mgA˜′j |0〉∥∥∥ and ∥∥∥Π(j)mgA˜jA˜′j−1|0〉∥∥∥with multiplicative precision 1± ε5m˜ . Note that such an estimate can be computed with successprobability at least 1 − δ/(2m˜) with complexity that is at most O( m˜ε log( m˜δ )) times biggerthan the complexity of the algorithm A˜′. Since we need to compute only m˜ = O(log(T ′max))such estimates, the complexity bound follows from the complexity bound on A˜′.
4 Linear system solving using blocks of unitaries
Given a way to implement a block-encoding for some matrix A, there are a number of usefulbasic operations one can do. We have already seen how the product of two block-encodings forA and B respectively gives a block-encoding for AB (Lemma 4), and how, given a block-encodingfor A, we can implement a block-encoding for A−c , for some c ∈ (0,∞) (Lemma 9).Given a block-encoding U of A, and a state |b〉, it is straightforward to approximate thestate A|b〉/∥∥A|b〉∥∥, by applying U to |b〉, and then using amplitude amplification on the |0〉A|b〉part of the resulting state. For convenience, we make this precise in the following lemma.
Lemma 24 (Applying a block-encoded matrix to a quantum state). Fix any ε ∈ (0, 1/2). LetA ∈ CN×N such that ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ 1, and |b〉 a normalized vector in CN such that ∥∥A|b〉∥∥ ≥ γ.Suppose |b〉 can be generated in complexity Tb, and there is an (α, a, ε)-block-encoding of Afor some α ≥ 1, with ε ≤ εγ/2, that can be implemented in cost TA. Then there is a quantumalgorithm with complexity
O(min(α(TA + Tb)γ , αTA log
(1ε )+ Tbγ
)),
that terminates with success with probability at least 23 , and upon success generates the stateA|b〉/∥∥A|b〉∥∥ to precision ε.
Proof. First we prove the first complexity upper bound. Let U be the block-encoding of Areferred to in the statement of the lemma, so∥∥A− α(〈0|⊗a ⊗ I)U(|0〉⊗a ⊗ I)∥∥ ≤ ε∥∥∥∥ 1α A|b〉 − (〈0|⊗a ⊗ I)U(|0〉⊗a ⊗ |b〉)
∥∥∥∥ ≤ ε/α.
By generating |b〉 and then applying U , in cost Tb + TA, we get a state that is ε/α-closeto a state of the form |0〉⊗a( 1α A|b〉
)+ |0⊥〉,
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for some unnormalized state |0⊥〉 that is orthogonal to every state with |0〉⊗a in the firstregister. We have ∥∥ 1αA|b〉∥∥ ≥ γ/α, so using α/γ rounds of amplitude amplification on |0〉⊗a inthe first register, we can get within a constant of a state that is εα αγ = εγ -close to |0〉⊗a A|b〉∥∥A|b〉∥∥(because the error is also amplified by the amplitude amplification). Since ε ≤ εγ/2, the erroron the |0〉⊗a part of the state is at most ε/2. Thus, if we measure a |0〉⊗a in the first registerat this stage, we will be within ε/2 of the desired state.To get the second complexity bound we first amplify the block-encoding resulting in aunitary U ′ that is a (√2, a, 2ε)-block-encoding of A, that can by implemented in complexityT ′A := O(αTA log(1ε )) due to Lemma 47. Then we use U ′ in the previous argument, replacingTA with T ′A and α with √2.Given a block-encoding of A, we can implement a block-encoding of A−c , from which we canapproximately generate the state A−c|b〉/∥∥A−c|b〉∥∥ given a circuit for generating |b〉. When c =1, this is simply a quantum linear system solver, and more generally, we call this implementingnegative powers of a Hamiltonian. However, we can get a better algorithm for this problemusing the technique of variable-time amplitude amplification, which we do in Section 4.3.Although block-encodings are quite a general way of representing a matrix, we motivatethem by connecting them to quantum data structures, showing that if a matrix is stored ina quantum data structure, in one of a number of possible ways, then there is an efficientlyimplementable block-encoding of the matrix.Specifically, for p ∈ [0, 1], define µp(A) = √s2p(A)s2(1−p)(AT ), where sq(A) = maxj∥∥Aj,·∥∥qq isthe q-th power of the maximum q-norm of any row of A. We let A(p) denote the matrix of thesame dimensions as A, with A(p)j,k = (Aj,k )p. The following was proven in [KP17], although notin the language of block-encodings. We include the proof of [KP17] for completeness.
Lemma 25 (Implementing block-encodings from quantum data structures). Let A ∈ CM×N .
1. Fix p ∈ [0, 1]. If A ∈ CM×N , and A(p) and (A(1−p))† are both stored in quantum-accessibledata structures16, then there exist unitaries UR and UL that can be implemented in timeO(polylog(MN/ε)) such that U†RUL is a (µp(A), dlog(N +M + 1)e, ε)-block-encoding of A.2. On the other hand, if A is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure16, then thereexist unitaries UR and UL that can be implemented in time O(polylog(MN)/ε) such thatU†RUL is a (∥∥A∥∥F , dlog(M +N)e, ε)-block-encoding of A.(Note that in the above lemma one could replace A by A, the proof remains almost thesame.)This allows us to apply our block-encoding results in the quantum data structure setting,including Hamiltonian simulation (Section 4.1), quantum linear system solvers (Section 4.3)and implementing negative powers of a Hamiltonian (Section 4.3).We now proceed with the proof of Lemma 25.
Proof. Similarly to [KP17, Theorem 4.4], for j ∈ [M ], we define
|ψj〉 = ∑k∈[N ] Apj,k |j,M + k〉√s2p(A) +
√√√√1− ∑k∈[N ] A2pj,ks2p(A) |j, N +M + 1〉
16Here we assume that the datastructure stores the matrices with sufficient precision.
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and for k ∈ [N ], define
|ψM+k〉 = ∑j∈[M ] A1−pj,k |M + k, j〉√s2(1−p)(AT ) +
√√√√1− ∑j∈[M ] A2(1−p)j,ks2(1−p)(AT ) |M + k,M +N + 1〉.
For j ∈ [M ], define
|φj〉 = ∑k∈[N ] Apj,k |M + k, j〉√s2p(A) +
√√√√1− ∑k∈[N ] A2pj,ks2p(A) |M +N + 1, j〉,
and for k ∈ [N ], define
|φM+k〉 = ∑j∈[M ] A1−pj,k |j,M + k〉√s2(1−p)(AT ) +
√√√√1− ∑j∈[M ] A2(1−p)j,ks2(1−p)(AT ) |M +N + 1,M + k〉.
Then for j, j ′ ∈ [M ], and k, k ′ ∈ [N ], we have
〈ψj |φj ′〉 = 〈ψM+k |φM+k ′〉 = 0,but for (j, k) ∈ [M ]× [N ], we have:
〈ψj |φM+k〉 = Aj,kµp(A) and 〈ψM+k |φj〉 = Aj,kµp(A) = A
Tk,jµp(A) .Thus, for any i, i′ ∈ [M +N ], 〈ψi|φi′〉 = Ai,i′/µp(A).Letting ` = dlog(M +N + 1)e, we define a unitary UR on C(M+N)×2` byUR : |i〉|0`〉 7→ |ψi〉
for all i ∈ [M +N ]. Similarly, we define a unitary UL on C(M+N)×2` byUL : |i〉|0`〉 7→ |φi〉for all i ∈ [M +N ]. Then the first result follows.For the second result, we define, for each j ∈ [M ],
|ψj〉 = ∑k∈[N ] Aj,k∥∥Aj,·∥∥ |j,M + k〉 and |φj〉 =
∑
k∈[N ]
Aj,k∥∥Aj,·∥∥ |M + k, j〉,
and for each k ∈ [N ],
|ψM+k〉 = ∑j∈[M ]
∥∥Aj,·∥∥∥∥A∥∥F |M + k, j〉 and |φM+k〉 =
∑
j∈[M ]
∥∥Aj,·∥∥∥∥A∥∥F |j,M + k〉.
These vectors can be constructed from the quantum-accessible data structure described inTheorem 1, and we have, for any j, j ′ ∈ [M ] and k, k ′ ∈ [N ]:
〈ψj |φj ′〉 = 〈ψM+k |φM+k ′〉 = 0, 〈ψj |φM+k〉 = Aj,k∥∥A∥∥F and 〈ψM+k |φj〉 = A
Tk,j∥∥A∥∥F .The second result follows, similarly to the first.
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4.1 Hamiltonian simulation with quantum data structureLow and Chuang [LC16] showed how to implement an optimal Hamiltonian simulation algorithmgiven a block-encoding of the Hamiltonian (Theorem 7). Their result combined with Lemma 25gives the following:Theorem 26 (Hamiltonian simulation using quantum data structure). For any t ∈ R andε ∈ (0, 1/2), we have the following:1. Fix p ∈ [0, 1]. Let H ∈ CN×N be a Hermitian matrix, and suppose H (p) and (H (1−p))†are stored in quantum-accessible data structures16. Then we can implement a unitaryU˜ that is a (1, n+ 3, ε)-block-encoding of eitH in time O˜(tµp(A)polylog(N/ε)).2. If H is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure16, then we can implement a unitaryU˜ that is a (1, n+ 3, ε)-block-encoding of eitH in time O˜(t∥∥A∥∥Fpolylog(N/ε)).
4.2 Quantum singular value estimationThe quantum singular value estimation (QSVE) problem is the following17: Given access toa matrix A ∈ RM×N with singular value decomposition A = ∑j σj |uj〉〈vj |, and given input|ψ〉 =∑j cj |uj〉, output∑j cj |φ(σj )〉|uj〉, where |φ(σj )〉 is a unit vector on a space with a phaseregister and an auxiliary register, such that, when the phase register is measured, it outputsan estimate of σj , σ˜j such that with probability 1− ε, |σj − σ˜j | ≤ ∆.Kerenidis and Prakash [KP16] gave a quantum algorithm for estimating singular valueswherein they showed that if a matrix A is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure, thesingular values of A can be estimated to a precision δ in time O˜((µ/δ)polylog(MN)), whereµ = ∥∥A∥∥F , or if A(p) and A(1−p) are stored in quantum-accessible data structures for somep, µ = µp(A). We provide an alternative quantum algorithm for singular value estimationwhen the matrix A is given as a block-encoding — the quantum-accessible data structure caseconsidered by Kerenidis and Prakash is a special case of this. In the scenario where A isstored in a quantum-accessible data structure, we recover the same running time as Kerenidisand Prakash.A subsequent improved version of this algorithm, without the need for an auxiliary registerin addition to the phase register, can be found in [GSLW18].Theorem 27 (Quantum singular value estimation). Let ε,∆ ∈ (0, 1), and ε′ = ε∆4 log2(1/∆) . Let Ube an (α, a, ε′)-block-encoding of a matrix A that can be implemented in cost TU . Then we canimplement a quantum algorithm that solves QSVE of A in complexity
O(α∆(a+ TU )polylog(1/ε)).Proof. At a high-level, the algorithm works by using phase estimation of Hamiltonian simula-tion of A, however, A is not necessarily Hermitian, so we instead use A.
Hamiltonian simulation of A: Let A = ∑rj=1 σj |uj〉〈vj |, where r = min{M,N}, {σj}j are thesingular values of A, while |uj〉 (|vj〉) are the left (right) singular vectors of A. Then the matrix
A = [ 0 AA† 0],
17Note that the presented definition is a somewhat relaxed version of singular value estimation. Here we allowproducing an entangled auxiliary/garbage state, which can be undesirable in certain scenarios. There are waysaround this issue, see for example Ta-Shma’s consistent phase estimation [TS13] or the singular value transformationresults of Gilyén et al. [GSLW18].
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has non-zero eigenvalues {±σ1, ....,±σr} and corresponding eigenvectors
|λ±j 〉 = 1√2(|0〉|uj〉 ± |1〉|vj〉).
Observe that for all j ∈ [r], |0〉|uj〉 = (|λ+j 〉+ |λ−j 〉)/√2. The remaining zero eigenvaluesof A belong to span{|v1〉, ..., |vr〉}⊥. So any quantum state |ψ〉 that is spanned by the rightsingular vectors will have no support on the zero eigenspace of A.If U is an (α, a, ε′)-block-encoding of A, then the unitary
U = [ 0 UU† 0],
composed with appropriate SWAP gates is an (α, 2a, ε′)-block encoding of A. So if TU is thecost of implementing the unitary U , then the cost of implementing U is 2TU +O(1).From Lemma 8, there exists a unitary V that is an (1, 2a + 2, ε/2)-block encoding of∑ T−12t=− T−12 |t〉〈t| ⊗ eitA that can be implemented in complexity
O((α∆ + log
(1ε log 1∆
))(a+ TU )).
This will be our main subroutine.
Dirichlet kernels: We will use the fact that for all x , | sin x| ≤ |x|, and for all x ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2],| sin x| ≥ |2x/pi|.Let Dn(x) be the Dirichlet kernel, defined:
Dn(x) = sin((n+ 1/2)x)sin(x/2) = n∑t=−n cos(2tx)This function is peaked around 0, with the peak becoming more extreme as n increases. Wewill make use of a few easily verified facts about Dn(x):• Dn(x) = Dn(−x)• Dn(x) ≤ 1sin(x/2) ≤ pi|x| for x ∈ [−pi, pi]
• Dn(x) = sin((n+1/2)x)sin(x/2) ≥ (2n+1)δpiδ/2 = 2(2n+1)pi for x ∈ [0, pi2n+1 ].
Algorithm: We now describe the sve algorithm. Let T be an odd number such that T ≥ 2pi/∆.Begin by generating the state:
T−12∑
t=− T−12
1√T |t〉|+〉|0〉|ψ〉 = ∑j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
1√2T |t〉(|0〉|0〉|uj〉+ |1〉|0〉|uj〉)
= ∑j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
12√T |t〉(|0〉(|λ+j 〉+ |λ−j 〉) + |1〉(|λ+j 〉+ |λ−j 〉).
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Next, we apply e(−1)btA conditioned on |t〉|b〉 in the first registers, to get:
∑
j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
12√T |t〉(|0〉(eitσj |λ+j 〉+ e−itσj |λ−j 〉) + |1〉(e−itσj |λ+j 〉+ eitσj |λ−j 〉).
We perform a Hadamard gate on the second register, to get:
∑
j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
1√2T |t〉(cos(tσ )|0〉(|λ+j 〉+ |λ−j 〉) + i sin(tσ )|1〉(|λ+j 〉 − |λ−j 〉))
= ∑j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
1√T |t〉(cos(tσ )|0〉|0〉|uj〉+ i sin(tσ )|1〉|1〉|vj〉). (11)
We are interested in the part of the state with |0〉 in the second register. This part of thestate has squared amplitude:
β2 := T−12∑t=− T−12
1T cos2(tσj ) = 12T
T−12∑
t=− T−12
(1 + cos(2tσj ))
= 12 + 12T D T−12 (2σj ) ≥ 12 − 12T T − 14 = 38 ,where in the last line, we have used a lower bound on the Dirichlet kernel, D T−12 (2σj ) ≥ −C T−12 ,where C < 1/2 is the absolute minimum of 2 sin(x)/x (See, for example, [Mer]). We will considerthe |1〉 part of the state the “bad” part of the state, and the |0〉 part of the state the “good”part of the state. We analyze the remainder of the algorithm’s action on the “good” part of thestate, which is:
β−1∑j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
1√2T |t〉 cos(tσj )|0〉(|λ+j 〉+ |λ−j 〉) = β−1∑j cj
T−12∑
t=− T−12
1√T |t〉 cos(tσj )|0〉|uj〉.
Discarding the second register, and performing a Fourier transform on the first, we get:
β−1∑j cj
T−12∑
z=− T−12
 1T
T−12∑
t=− T−12
cos(tσj )ei2pitz/T
|z〉|uj〉
= β−1∑j cj
T−12∑
z=− T−12
 12T
T−12∑
t=− T−12
eit(2piz/T+σj ) + 12T
T−12∑
t=− T−12
eit(2piz/T−σj )|z〉|uj〉
= β−1∑j cj
T−12∑
z=− T−12
12T
(D T−12 (2pizT + σj
)+D T−12 (2pizT − σj
))|z〉|uj〉.
Thus, we are adding two functions of |z〉: one peaking around z ≈ −Tσj2pi , and the other aroundz ≈ Tσj2pi . Finally, we can reversibly map |z〉 to |sgn(z)〉||z|〉, where |sgn(z)〉 is 0 if z = 0, + ifz > 0 and − if z < 0. Then we have:
|φ(σj )〉 = β−1 T−12∑z=− T−12
12T
(D T−12 (2pizT + σj
)+D T−12 (2pizT − σj
))|sgn(z)〉||z|〉.
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We will interpret |z| as an estimate pi|z|/T of σj .
Correctness: Fix some j , and let z∗ be the closest integer to Tσj2pi . Define δ = σj − 2piz∗T , so|δ| ≤ piT . We will first argue that if we measure the last register of |φ(σj )〉, we will get z∗ withprobability at least 14 (2/pi−1/4)2 > .037. Suppose z∗ 6= 0. In that case, we can measure either|−, z∗〉 or |+, z∗〉, with respective probabilities at least:
β−2∣∣∣∣ 12T
(D T−12 (2piz∗T + σj
)+D T−12 (2piz∗T − σj
))∣∣∣∣2
and β−2 12T
∣∣∣∣(D T−12 (−2piz∗T + σj
)+D T−12 (−2piz∗T − σj
))∣∣∣∣2.These are equal, by the symmetry of D T−12 , so the total probability of measuring z∗ is:
2β−2∣∣∣∣ 12T
(D T−12 (2piz∗T + σj
)+D T−12 (2piz∗T − σj
))∣∣∣∣2
≥ 12T 2
∣∣∣∣D T−12 (|δ|) +D T−12 (2piz∗T + σj
)∣∣∣∣2 since β ≤ 1
≥ 12T 2
∣∣∣∣2Tpi − T − 14
∣∣∣∣2 ≥ 12(2/pi − 1/4)2 since |δ| ≤ pi/T .
The case for z∗ = 0 is similar, but the probability is only half as much, since there is only onecontribution.Next, for an integer d, let pd be the probability we measure z∗ + d. We can upper boundthis as
pd = 2β−2∣∣∣∣ 12T
(D T−12 (2pi(z∗ + d)T + σj
)+D T−12 (2pi(z∗ + d)T − σj
))∣∣∣∣2
= 2β−2∣∣∣∣ 12T
(D T−12 (2pi(z∗ + d)T + σj
)+D T−12 (2pidT + δ
))∣∣∣∣2
≤ 12T 2 83
∣∣∣∣ T|2(z∗ + d) + Tσj /pi| + T|2d+ Tδ/pi|
∣∣∣∣2
≤ 43
∣∣∣∣ 22|d| − T |δ|/pi
∣∣∣∣2 ≤ 163(2|d| − 1)2 ≤ 163d2 .
Then the probability of measuring a z such that |z∗ − z| ≥ k for some k < T is at most
2 T−12 −z∗∑d=k 163d2 = O(1/k).Thus, as in [CEMM98], we can boost the success probability to ε of measuring z such that|z − z∗| < 2 at a cost of log(1/ε) parallel repetitions. Note that in each repetition, only ≥ 3/8of the state will be “good”. In any branch of the superposition, we will only compute thefinal estimate off of those repetitions where we’re in the good state. The probability that wemeasure z such that σ˜ = piz/T satisfies |σ˜−σj | ≤ ∆ is at least the probability that we measurez such that |piz∗/T − piz/T | < 2pi/T , or equivalently, |z∗ − z| < 2.
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In the case where |ψ〉 and A are stored in a quantum-accessible data structure, we havethat α = µ, where µ = ∥∥A∥∥F or if A(p) and A(1−p) are stored in quantum-accessible datastructures for some p, µ = µp(A). In each such case, we have TU = O(polylog(MN/ε)) andTψ = O(polylog(MN/ε)), which gives us a running time of
O˜( µ∆polylog(MN/ε)),and thus we recover the running time of the QSVE algorithm by Kerenidis and Prakash [KP16].
4.3 Quantum linear system solversThe quantum linear system problem (QLS problem) is the following. Given access to an N×Nmatrix A, and a procedure for computing a quantum state |b〉 in the image of A, prepare a statethat is within ε of A+|b〉/∥∥A+|b〉∥∥. As with Hamiltonian simulation, several methods of encodingthe part of the input A have been considered. We consider the case where A is given as ablock-encoding. In that case, as a special case of Lemma 9 when c = 1, given a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding U of A with implementation cost TU , we can implement a (2κ, a+O(log(κ log(1/ε))), ε)-block-encoding of A−1, assuming δ = o(ε/(κ2 log3 κε )), in complexity O(ακ(a+ TU )polylog(κ/ε)).18 From this block-encoding of A−1, we can solve the QLS problem by applying the uni-tary U to the state |b〉, and then doing amplitude amplification. However, since U is a(2κ, a + O(log(κ log(1/ε))), ε)-block-encoding, we will require a number of amplitude ampli-fication rounds that is linear in κ, giving an overall quadratic dependence on κ. Quantumlinear system solvers in the sparse-access input model have only a linear dependence on κ,thanks to techniques of Ambainis [Amb12], which were also successfully applied in a settingmore similar to ours by Childs, Kothari and Somma [CKS17]. Using these techniques, we canalso reduce our dependence on κ to linear.
Reducing the dependence on condition number. To reduce the dependence on κ, we usethe technique of variable time amplitude amplification (VTAA) instead of standard amplitudeamplification. For this, we need to adapt the quantum linear systems algorithm to be avariable-stopping-time algorithm, to which VTAA can be applied (see Section 3.1). Our settingis similar to that of Childs, Kothari and Somma [CKS17], so we will follow their notation andproof.First we formally state a version of quantum phase estimation that determines whether aneigenphase λ ∈ [−1, 1] of a given unitary U satisfies 0 ≤ |λ| ≤ φ or 2φ ≤ |λ| ≤ 1. This isknown as gapped quantum phase estimation (GPE) and was introduced in [CKS17]. We restateit here.Lemma 28 (Gapped phase estimation [CKS17]). Let U be a unitary such that U|λ〉 = eiλ|λ〉 andλ ∈ [−1, 1]. Let φ ∈ (0, 1/4] and ε > 0. Then there exists a quantum algorithm that performsthe transformation |0〉C |0〉P |λ〉I 7→ α0|0〉C |g0〉P |λ〉I + α1|1〉C |g1〉P |λ〉I ,for some unit vectors |g0〉 and |g1〉, where C and P are registers of 1 and O( 1φ log 1ε) qubits,respectively, |α0|2 + |α1|2 = 1 and
18Note that when the eigenvalues of A are between [−1,−1/κ], we follow the same argument as before byreplacing A with −A. Then the whole procedure involves applying quantum phase estimation to separate out theprojection of |b〉 on to the positive eigenspace of A from the projection of |b〉 on to the negative eigenspace of A.Controlled on this, we apply the procedure to implement A−1 or −(−A)−1.
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• if 0 ≤ |λ| ≤ φ then |α1| ≤ ε and• if 2φ ≤ |λ| ≤ 1 then |α0| ≤ ε.
If TU is the cost of implementing U , then the cost of this quantum algorithm is O(TUφ log 1ε).As a corollary to Lemma 9, which, in the special case when c = 1, says we can get ablock-encoding of H−1 from a block-encoding of H , we have the following, which allows us toinvert H on a certain range of its eigenspaces:
Corollary 29 (Efficient inversion of a block-encoded matrix). Let ε, λ > 0 and H an N × NHermitian matrix. Suppose that for δ = o(ελ2/ log3 1λε) the unitary U is an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H that can be implemented using TU elementary gates. Then for any state |ψ〉that is spanned by eigenvectors of H with eigenvalues in the range [−1,−λ]⋃[λ, 1], there existsa unitary W (λ, ε) that implements
W (λ, ε)|0〉F |0〉Q|ψ〉I = 1αmax |1〉F |0〉Qf (H)|ψ〉I + |0〉F |ψ˜⊥〉QI
where αmax ≤ λ is a constant, |ψ˜⊥〉QI is an unnormalized quantum state, orthogonal to |0〉Qand ∥∥f (H)|ψ〉 −H−1|ψ〉∥∥ ≤ ε. Here F , Q and I are registers of 1 qubit, α qubits and log(N)qubits respectively. The cost of implementing W (λ, ε) is
O(αλ−1 log2( 1λε
)(a+ TU )). (12)
Proof. Let Hλ be the restriction of H to its eigenspaces with corresponding eigenvalues in[−1,−λ]⋃[λ, 1]. An application of Lemma 9 with c = 1 and κ = λ−1 yields a (2λ−1, a +O(log(λ−1 log 1λε )), ε) block encoding of H−1λ . That is, there exists a unitary U˜ such that
U˜|0〉Q|ψ〉I = λ2 |0〉Qf (H)|ψ〉I + |ψ˜⊥〉QI ,where ∥∥f (H)|ψ〉 −H−1|ψ〉∥∥ ≤ ε whenever |ψ〉 is a unit vector in the span of eigenvectors of Hwith eigenvalues in [−1,−λ] ∪ [λ, 1]. By Lemma 9, such a U˜ can be implemented in complexitygiven by the expression in (12).If we add a single qubit flag register, initialized to |0〉F to the aforementioned procedure,and flip this register controlled on the register Q being in the state |0〉, then the resultingunitary U˜ ′ acts as |0〉F |0〉Q|ψ〉I 7→ λ2 |1〉F |0〉Qf (H)|ψ〉I + |0〉F |ψ˜⊥〉QI .Finally, we implement the following rotation controlled on register Q being in |0〉 that replacesλ/2 with some constant α−1max, independent of λ, such that19 αmax = O(κ). That is we implement
|1〉F 7→ 2λαmax |1〉F +
√1− 4λ2α2max |0〉F .These two operations together give us W (λ, ε) and the cost of implementing this is of the sameorder as that of implementing U˜ .
19Note that we can assume without loss of generality that λαmax ≥ 2.
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Variable-time algorithm. Now we will describe a variable time algorithm A that, given ablock-encoding of an N ×N matrix A, can be applied to an input state |ψ〉 to produce a stateclose to A−1|ψ〉. The algorithm A can be thought of as a sequence of steps A1, . . . ,Am, wherem = dlog2 κe + 1. The goal is that the whole algorithm retains a block-encoded form so thatit enables us to use this easily in applications in subsequent sections. A will work on thefollowing registers:
• m single-qubit clock registers C1, . . . , Cm, collectively referred to as C .• An input register I , initialized to |ψ〉.
• A single qubit flag register F , used to indicate success.
• m registers P1, . . . , Pm used as ancilla for GPE.• An ancilla register Q required for the block-encoding, initialized to |0〉⊗a.
Let ε′ = ε/(mαmax). We define algorithm Aj , as follows:
1. If C1, . . . , Cj−1 is in the state |0〉⊗(j−1), apply GPE to eiA, defined in Lemma 28, withprecision 2−j and accuracy ε′ to input |ψ〉, using Pj as workspace, and writing theoutput qubit in Cj .2. If Cj is now in the state |1〉, apply the unitary W (2−j , ε′), as defined in Corollary 29, onI ⊗ F ⊗Q.
We shall also require algorithms A′ = A′m . . .A′1 that are similar to A except that in step 2,A′j implements the following:
W ′|ψ〉I |0〉F |0〉Q = |ψ〉I |1〉F |0〉Q.
Then we can define the final variable time algorithm formally using the following lemma.20
Theorem 30 (Variable-time quantum linear systems algorithm). Let κ ≥ 2, and H be an N×NHermitian matrix21 such that the non-zero eigenvalues of H lie in the range [−1,−1/κ]⋃[1/κ, 1].Suppose that for δ = o(ε/(κ2 log3 κε )) we have a unitary U that is a (α, a, δ)-block-encodingof H that can be implemented using TU elementary gates. Also suppose that we can preparean input state |ψ〉 which spans the eigenvectors of H in time Tψ . Then there exists a variabletime quantum algorithm that outputs a state that is ε-close to H−1|ψ〉/∥∥H−1|ψ〉∥∥ at a cost
O(κ(α(TU + a) log2(κε)+ Tψ) log(κ)).Proof. Given an (α, a, δ)-block encoding of H , we append some ancilla qubits in order to be inthe framework for applying VTAA to algorithm A. At the end of the algorithm we will discardthese additional registers. We append a single qubit flag register F , and registers C , P and Q(defined previously) all initialized in |0〉. So now we are in a framework where the VTAA can
20Note that the construction of the variable-time amplification algorithm can have a logarithmically highercomplexity than the actual variable-time amplification algorithm itself, as in Theorem 23. For simplicity throughoutthis section we only discuss the complexity of the resulting variable-time amplification algorithm. This is alsojustified by the fact that for a fixed input state preparation unitary we only need to construct the variable-timeamplification algorithm once.21Since for any matrix C ∈ CM′×N′ we have that C ∈ C(M′+N′)×(M′+N′) is Hermitian, and the eigenvalues of C are±1 times the singular values of C , this statement and its corollaries also apply to non-symmetric matrices.
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be applied to algorithm A to the state |ψ〉I |0〉CPFQ . The final algorithm V involves using VTAAfrom Theorem 23 to A. The resulting output is a state that has performed f (H)|ψ〉 conditionedon the flag register being in |1〉F . Subsequently, we apply the unitary (A′)† that erases theancillary states. The final algorithm results in the following transformation
V|ψ〉I |0〉CFPQ 7→ f (H)|ψ〉I∥∥f (H)|ψ〉I∥∥ |0〉CFPQ, (13)
such that ∥∥∥∥∥ f (H)∥∥f (H)|ψ〉∥∥ − H−1∥∥H−1|ψ〉∥∥
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ O(ε). We can then discard ancilla registers C, F, and P .So the transformation in the space I ⊗Q is
|ψ〉I |0〉Q 7→ f (H)|ψ〉I∥∥f (H)|ψ〉I∥∥ |0〉Q.The correctness of this algorithm is similar to that of Childs, Kothari and Somma [CKS17].Let the input quantum state |ψ〉 = ∑k ck |λk〉, where |λk〉′s are the eigenstates of H . Let usconsider an eigenstate of H , say |λ〉 with eigenvalue λ ∈ [−1, 1] such that 2−j < |λ| < 21−j for1 ≤ j ≤ m. Such a j exists because 1/κ ≤ |λ| ≤ 1. For such a λ, applying Aj−1 . . .A1 to thestate |λ〉I |0〉CFPQ , does nothing but modify the ancilla registers Pj−1, . . . , P1 due to the outputof GPE. This is because the precision of GPE for any of Ak such that 1 ≤ k ≤ j − 1 is greaterthan 2−j and the register Ck for 1 ≤ k ≤ j − 1 is always in |0〉.When Aj is applied, however, the output of GPE is in a superposition of |0〉 and |1〉 on Cj ,as 2−j < |λ| < 21−j . So in the part of the resulting state where register C is not in |0〉⊗m, step2 of Aj is implemented and W (2−j , ε′) is applied to I ⊗ F ⊗Q. The computation stops on thispart of the resulting state as register C is non-zero. On the other hand, on the part whereregister C is in |0〉⊗m, the computation continues. Applying Aj+1 to this part, first results in|1〉 in Cj+1 with a very high probability as |λ| > 2−j . Applying step 2 of Aj+1 again implementsW (2−j−1, ε′) on I ⊗ F ⊗Q. Since the resulting state has no overlap with |0〉C , Aj+2 . . .Am hasno effect.We observe that actually for any 2−j < |λ| < 21−j , only Aj and Aj+1 implements H−1through the unitary W defined in Corollary 29. The requirements of Corollary 29 are satisfiedas λ lies between [−1, 2−j ]⋃[2−j , 1] and also between [−1, 2−j−1]⋃[2−j−1, 1].By linearity on |ψ〉 = ∑k ck |λk〉, the algorithm A implements H−1/αmax on register Iconditioned on the flag register being in |1〉F . Next VTAA is applied to the resulting state andfollowing that (A′)† is used to erase the ancilla registers and output the state in (13). Formore details, readers can refer to [CKS17].Next, we analyse the complexity of this algorithm. Note that the complexity of V is thesame order as the cost of applying VTAA to algorithm A as the cost of running algorithm(A′)† is at most twice that of A. So the contribution of (A′)† to the overall complexity can beignored.To estimate the cost of implementing each algorithm Aj we first observe that the cost ofimplementing GPE with precision 2−j and error probability ε′ = ε/(mαmax) is
O(α2j log(1/ε′)(a+ TU )),
up to additive log factors. The cost of implementing W (2−j , ε′) is given by Corollary 29 as
O(α2j log2 2jε′ (a+ TU )
).
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So the time required to implement Aj is
O(α2j log2 2jε′ (a+ TU )
).
This implies that the time tj required to implement Aj . . .A1 is also
O(α2j log2 κε′ (a+ TU )).Also, Tmax, the time required to execute Am . . .A1 is
Tmax = O(ακ log2 κε′ (a+ TU )) = O
(ακ(a+ TU ) log2(κ log κε
)). (14)
Now in order to upper bound the cost of applying VTAA to the algorithm A, we need tonow upper bound the probability that A stops at the j-th step. This is given by pj =∥∥∥ΠCjAj . . .A1|ψ〉I |0〉CFPQ∥∥∥2,22 where ΠCj denotes the projector on to |1〉Cj . Then we can cal-culate the l2-averaged stopping time of A, ∥∥T∥∥2 as∥∥T∥∥22 =∑j pjt2j=∑j
∥∥∥ΠCjAj . . .A1|ψ〉I |0〉CFPQ∥∥∥2t2j
=∑k |ck |2
∑
j
(∥∥∥ΠCjAj . . .A1|λk〉I |0〉CFPQ∥∥∥2t2j )
= O(α2(a+ TU )2∑k |ck |
2λ2k log4 1λkε′
)
=⇒ ∥∥T∥∥2 ≤ α(a+ TU ) log2(κ log κε
)√√√√∑k |ck |
2λ2k . (15)
The final thing that we need for calculating the final complexity of VTAA applied to A is thesuccess probability, psucc which can be written as
√psucc = ∥∥∥∥ΠF H−1αmax |ψ〉I |Φ〉CFPQ
∥∥∥∥+O(mε′)
= 1αmax
(∑
k
|ck |2λ2k
)1/2 +O( εαmax
)
= Ω1κ
√√√√∑k |ck |
2λ2k
. (16)
So the final complexity of applying VTAA to algorithm A is given by Theorem 23. Thus the
22pj is called pstop=tj in Section 3.
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overall cost is given by (neglecting constants):
Tmax + Tψ + (∥∥T∥∥2 + Tψ) log(T ′max)√psucc=O(ακ log2(κ log κε
)(a+ TU ) + κ(α(a+ TU ) log2(κ log κε
)+ Tψ) log(κ))
=O(κ(α(TU + a) log2(κε)+ Tψ) log(κ)).
Next we show that in the scenario where the state |ψ〉 does not belong entirely to therange of H , i.e. ∥∥Πcol(H)|ψ〉∥∥ < 1, we can prepare the state H+|ψ〉/∥∥H+|ψ〉∥∥. We only assumethat a lower bound for ∥∥Πcol(H)|ψ〉∥∥ is known.Corollary 31 (Complexity of pseudoinverse state preparation). Let κ ≥ 2, and H be an N ×NHermitian matrix such that the non-zero eigenvalues of H lie in the range [−1,−1/κ]⋃[1/κ, 1].Suppose that for δ = o(ε/(κ2 log3 κε ))we have a unitary U that is a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding ofH that can be implemented using TU elementary gates. Also suppose that we can prepare astate |ψ〉 in time Tψ such that ∥∥Πcol(H)|ψ〉∥∥ ≥ √γ. Then there exists a variable time quantumalgorithm that outputs a state that is ε-close to H+|ψ〉/∥∥H+|ψ〉∥∥ at a cost
O(κ(α(TU + a) log2(κε)+ Tψ) log(κ)√γ
).
Proof. The result follows similarly to Theorem 30 after decreasing psucc by a factor of γ.Often, in several applications the norm of the output of the QLS problem needs to be esti-mated. In such cases, one needs to replace amplitude amplification with amplitude estimation.We shall use the variable time amplitude estimation algorithm (VTAE) defined in Theorem 23in order to estimate the norm of the output of QLS which gives us an improved dependence onκ as compared to ordinary amplitude estimation. In order to implement this, we convert theQLS algorithm to a variable-time algorithm in the same way as the case of applying VTAA.Then we have the following corollary.Corollary 32 (Complexity of pseudoinverse state preparation and its amplitude estimation).Let ε > 0. Then under the same assumptions as in Corollary 31, there exists a variable timequantum algorithm that outputs a number Γ such that
1− ε ≤ Γ∥∥H+|ψ〉∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε,at a cost O(κε(α(TU + a) log2(κε)+ Tψ) log3(κ)√γ log
( log(κ)δ
)),
with success probability at least 1− δ .Proof. The framework is the same as that in Theorem 30, except instead of VTAA we use VTAEalgorithm defined in Theorem 23 to obtain Γ. Thus, the quantities Tmax, T ′max, ∥∥T∥∥2 and √psuccare the same as in (14), (15) and (16), except psucc is decreased by a factor of γ. Thus theoverall complexity is given by Theorem 23 which is
= O(κε(α(TU + a) log2(κε)+ Tψ) log3(κ)√γ log
( log(κ)δ
)). (17)
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Observe that VTAA or VTAE algorithms can be applied to a variable-time version of thealgorithm that implements a block encoding of H−c , for any c > 0. Consider the quantumalgorithm to implement a block encoding of H−c as in Lemma 9.In order to amplify the amplitude of the output state, we use VTAA by converting thisto a variable-stopping-time algorithm. As seen before, we need to apply this procedure incertain patches of the overall domain of H . For this we use Corollary 29 and simply replacethe value of δ there with δ = o(ε/(κ1+c(1 + c) log3 κ1+cε )) and αmax = O(κc). So now W (λ, ε)implements the following transformation
W (λ, ε)|0〉F |0〉Q|ψ〉I = 1αmax |1〉F |0〉Qf (H)|ψ〉I + |0〉F |ψ⊥〉QI , (18)where αmax = O(κc) and ∥∥f (H)−H−c∥∥ ≤ ε while the rest of the parameters are the same asCorollary 29. By using Lemma 9 we get the cost of implementing W (λ, ε) is
O(αλ (TU + a)(1 + c) log2
(κ1+cε
)).
The variable-stopping-time algorithm can be defined A = Am...A1 for m = dlog2 κe + 1.Each Aj can be defined in the same way as for H−1. So we can define a variable-time quantumalgorithm, similar to Theorem 30, to implement H−c .
Theorem 33. (Variable-time quantum algorithm for implementing negative powers) Let κ ≥ 2,c ∈ (0,∞), q = max(1, c), and H be an N × N Hermitian matrix such that the eigenvaluesof H lie in the range [−1,−1/κ]⋃[1/κ, 1]. Suppose that for δ = o(ε/(κqq log3 κqε )) we havea unitary U that is a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H which can be implemented using TU el-ementary gates. Also suppose that we can prepare an input state |ψ〉 that is spanned bythe eigenvectors of H in time Tψ . Then there exists a variable time quantum algorithm thatoutputs a state that is ε-close to H−c|ψ〉/∥∥H−c|ψ〉∥∥ with a cost of
O((ακq(TU + a)q log2(κqε
)+ κcTψ) log(κ)).
Also, there exists a variable time quantum algorithm that outputs a number Γ such that
1− ε ≤ Γ∥∥H−c|ψ〉∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε,
at a cost O(1ε
(ακq(TU + a)q log2(κqε
)+ κcTψ) log3(κ) log( log(κ)δ
)),
with success probability at least 1− δ .Proof. Refer to Sec. A.3 of the Appendix.
Wossnig, Zhao and Prakash [WZP18] introduced a new quantum linear system solver basedon decomposing A into a product of isometries and using a Szegedy walk to perform singularvalue estimation. In the setting where H is given by a data structure as in Theorem 1, thisdecomposition is generic, and both isometries can be implemented efficiently given the datastructure storing H . The complexity of this algorithm has a better dependence on the sparsity ofH as compared to previous algorithms for solving quantum linear systems. Thus the algorithmof [WZP18] provides a polynomial advantage in the scenario where H is non-sparse. However
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this algorithm has a quadratic dependence on the condition number of H and a polynomialdependence on the precision of the output state. As an application of Theorem 30, we give anew quantum linear system solver in this setting, with an exponentially better dependence onprecision and a linear dependence on the condition number.We have a N ×N Hermitian matrix A. In this setting either (i) A is stored in the quantum-accessible data structure defined in Theorem 1 or (ii) given some p ∈ [0, 1], A(p) and A(1−p)are stored in quantum-accessible data structures, as was considered in [KP17]. For the QLSproblem and its subsequent applications, it may be the case that A is not Hermitian. In sucha case either we store (i) A and A† in the quantum-accessible data structure or (ii) A(p) and(A(1−p))† are stored in quantum-accessible data structures so that Lemma 25 is applicable. Sohenceforth it suffices to consider that A is Hermitian.Theorem 34 (Quantum Linear System solver with data structure). Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2), supposethat ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ 1, ∥∥A−1∥∥ ≤ κ, and either (1) A is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure,in which case, let µ = ∥∥A∥∥F ; or (2) for some p ∈ [0, 1], A(p) and A(1−p) are stored in quantum-accessible data structures, in which case, let µ = µp(A). Also assume that there is a unitaryU which acts on polylog(MN/ε) qubits and prepares the state |b〉 with complexity Tb. Then(i) The QLS problem can be solved in time O˜(κ(µ + Tb)polylog(MN/ε)).(ii) If ε ∈ (0, 1), then an ε-multiplicative approximation of ∥∥A+|b〉∥∥ can be obtained in timeO˜(κε (µ + Tb)polylog(MN))Proof. For (i), by Lemma 25 and Theorem 30 we can solve QLS with complexity
O((µκ log2(κε)polylog(MN/ε) + κTb) log(κ)).As shown by Corollary 32 using VTAE we can estimate ∥∥A+|b〉∥∥ with the stated complexity.
Note that in the scenario where the vector −→b = (b1, . . . , bN )T , is also stored in a quantum-accessible data structure, then from Theorem 1 we can prepare the state |b〉 = ∑i bi|i〉/∥∥∥−→b ∥∥∥in time Tb = O(polylog(N/ε)). Thus the complexity of solving (i) in Theorem 34 in that case, isO˜(κµpolylog(MN/ε)),
while that of (ii) is O˜(κµε polylog(MN)).5 Applications
In this section, we apply the QLS algorithm of Section 4.3 to solve the least squares problem,which is used in several machine learning applications. We present improved quantum algo-rithms for the weighted least squares problem (Section 5.1.1) and new quantum algorithmsfor the generalized least squares problem (Section 5.1.2). Finally, we apply the QLS solver todesign new quantum algorithms for estimating electrical network quantities (Section 5.2).
5.1 Least squaresThe problem of ordinary least squares is the following. Given data points {(~x (i), y(i))}Mi=1 for~x (1), . . . , ~x (M) ∈ RN and y(1), . . . , y(M) ∈ R, find ~β ∈ RN that minimizes:
M∑
i=1 (y(i) − ~βT ~x (i))2. (19)
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The motivation for this task is the assumption that the samples (~x (i), y(i)) are obtained fromsome process such that for every i, y(i) depends linearly on ~x (i), up to some random noise, soy(i) is drawn from a random variable ~βT ~x (i) + Ei, where Ei is a random variable with mean 0,for example, a Gaussian. The vector ~β that minimizes (19) represents the underlying linearfunction. We assume M ≥ N so that it is feasible to recover this linear function.In particular, if X ∈ RM×N is the matrix with ~x (i) as its i-th row, for each i, and ~y ∈ RMhas y(i) as its i-th entry, assuming XTX is invertible, the optimal ~β satisfies:~β = (XTX )−1XT ~y.
The assumption that XTX is invertible, or equivalently, that X has rank N , is very reasonable,and is generally used in least squares algorithms. This is because XTX ∈ RN×N is a sum ofM ≥ N terms, and so it is unlikely to have rank less than N .We can generalize this task to settings in which certain samples are thought to be ofhigher quality than others, for example, because the random variables Ei are not identical. Weexpress such a belief by assigning a positive weight wi to each sample, and minimizing
M∑
i=1 wi(y(i) − ~βT ~x (i))2. (20)If W ∈ RM×M denotes the diagonal matrix in which wi appears in the i-th diagonal entry, thevector ~β that minimizes (20) is given by:~β = (XTWX )−1XTW ~y, (21)
under the justified assumption that XTWX is invertible. Finding ~β given X , W and ~y is theproblem of weighted least squares.We can further generalize to settings in which the random variables Ei for sample i arecorrelated. In the problem of generalized least squares, the presumed correlations in errorbetween pairs of samples are given in a non-singular covariance matrix Ω. We then want tofind the vector ~β that minimizes
M∑
i,j=1 Ω−1i,j (y(i) − ~βT ~x (i))(y(j) − ~βT ~x (j)). (22)
As long as XTΩ−1X is invertible, this minimizing vector is given by~β = (XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1~y.
In this section, we will consider solving quantum versions of these problems. Specifically, aquantum WLS solver is given access to ~y ∈ RM , X ∈ RM×N , and positive weights w1, . . . , wM ,in some specified manner, and outputs a quantum state
(XTWX )−1XTW |y〉/∥∥∥(XTWX )−1XTW |y〉∥∥∥,
up to some specified error ε.Similarly, a quantum GLS solver is given access to ~y ∈ RM , X ∈ RM×N , and a positivedefinite Ω ∈ RM×M , in some specified manner, and outputs a quantum state
(XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1|y〉/∥∥∥(XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1|y〉∥∥∥,
up to some specified error ε.
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5.1.1 Weighted least squaresIn this section we describe a quantum algorithm for the weighted least squares problem usingour new quantum linear system solver, before considering generalized least squares in thenext section. In particular, letting SSWres be the normalized weighted sum of squares residual(defined shortly), we prove the following:
Theorem 35 (Quantum WLS solver using data structure input). Let A = √WX such that∥∥A+∥∥ ≤ κA. Suppose √W ~y is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure, and either (1)A is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure, in which case, let µ(A) = ∥∥A∥∥F ; or (2) forsome p ∈ [0, 1], A(p) and A(1−p) are stored in quantum-accessible data structures, in which case,let µ(A) = µp(A). Finally, suppose the data points satisfy SSWres ≤ η. Then we can implementa quantum WLS solver with error ε in complexity:
O˜( κAµ(A)√1− ηpolylog(MN/ε)
).
Our weighted least squares algorithm improves over the previous best quantum algorithmfor this problem, due to [KP17], which has complexity O( 1εκ6Aµ(A) log3 κAε polylog(MN)) (as-suming ∥∥A∥∥ = 1 and η is bounded by a constant < 1). Compared to this previous result, ouralgorithm has an exponential improvement in the dependence on ε, and a 6th power improve-ment in the dependence on κA. Before proving Theorem 35, we first give a high-level overviewof the algorithm.Let |y〉 =∑Mi=1 yi|i〉/∥∥~y∥∥. As in [KP17], our algorithm works by first constructing the state|b〉 = √W |y〉/∥∥∥√W |y〉∥∥∥, and then applying A+ = (√WX )+. Given a block-encoding of A, wecan use Corollary 31 to obtain the state A+|b〉/∥∥A+|b〉∥∥. However, in general, |b〉 will not bein the rowspace of A+, so A+|b〉 might be much smaller than σmin(A+) = ∥∥A∥∥−1. However, aslong as the data is not too far from linear — that is, the fit is not too bad — the overlap of |b〉with row(A+) = col(A) will be high, and so ∥∥A+|b〉∥∥ won’t be much smaller than ∥∥A∥∥−1. Beforeproving the main theorem of this section, we relate the size of Πcol(A)|b〉 to the quality of thefit. Define the weighted sum of squared residuals with respect to weights W by
SSWres = ∥∥∥(I − Πcol(A))√W ~y∥∥∥2.
This measures the sum of squared errors — i.e. discrepancies between the observed andpredicted data points — weighted by W . To make sense of this value, we can define thenormalized weighted sum of squared residuals:
SSWres =
∥∥∥(I − Πcol(A))√W ~y∥∥∥2∥∥∥√W ~y∥∥∥2 =
∥∥(I − Πcol(A))|b〉∥∥2∥∥|b〉∥∥2 = 1− ∥∥Πcol(A)|b〉∥∥2.
It’s reasonable to assume that SSWres is not too small, because otherwise, the data is verypoorly fit by a linear function. In particular, if SSWres ≥ η, then R2 ≤ 1 − η, where R2 is thecoefficient of determination, commonly used to measure the goodness of the fit.
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Proof of Thereom 35: We now prove our main theorem of the section. Let δ = o(ε/(κ2A log3 κAε )).By Lemma 25 we know how to implement a (O(µ(A)), dlog(N +M + 1)e, δ)-block-encoding of Awith complexity O(polylog(MN/δ)). Since √W ~y is stored in a quantum-accessible data struc-ture, the state |b〉 can be generated in cost polylog(MN/δ). Using these ingredients Corol-lary 31 implies that we can prepare am ε-approximation of the quantum state A+|b〉/∥∥A+|b〉∥∥in complexity:
O˜( κAµ(A)√1− ηpolylog(MN/ε)
). (23)
In applying Corollary 31, we used the fact that∥∥Πcol(A)|b〉∥∥2 = 1− SSWres ≥ 1− η.In some applications it might not be natural to assume that we store A in quantum memory.Therefore we also prove a version where X and W are accessed separately, as a special caseof the GLS solver we prove in the next subsection.
5.1.2 Generalized least squaresIn this section, we give a quantum GLS solver when the input is given in the block-encodingframework. Given block-encodings of X and Ω, it is straightforward to implement a block-encoding of (XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1 using the following: 1) Given a block-encoding of A, we canimplement a block-encoding of A−1; and 2) Given block-encodings of A and B, we can implementa block-encoding of AB. The resulting block-encoding can then be applied to |y〉 to get a stateproportional to ~β, the desired output. (For a detailed analysis of this approach, see [CGJ18]).While this approach is conceptually quite simple, we can get a simpler algorithm with bettercomplexity by observing that if A = Ω−1/2X , then (XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1 = A+Ω−1/2.Theorem 36. (Quantum GLS solver using block-encodings) Suppose that we have a unitary Uypreparing a quantum state proportional to ~y in complexity Ty. Suppose X ∈ RM×N , Ω ∈ RM×Mare such that ∥∥X∥∥ ≤ 1, ∥∥Ω∥∥ ≤ 1 and Ω  0 is positive definite. Suppose that we have accessto UX that is an (αX , aX , 0)-block-encoding of X which has complexity TX ≥ aX , and similarlywe have access UΩ that is an (αΩ, aΩ, 0)-block-encoding of Ω− 12 which has complexity TΩ ≥ aΩ.Let A := Ω− 12X , and suppose we have the following upper bounds: ∥∥A+∥∥ ≤ κA, ∥∥Ω−1∥∥ ≤ κΩ,and SSΩres ≤ η. Then we can implement a quantum GLS-solver with error ε in complexity
O(κA log(κA)√1− η ((√κΩαXTX + αΩTΩ) log3(κAε )+√κΩTy)
).
Proof. The goal is to implement a unitary preparing a state proportional to
(XTΩ−1X )−1XTΩ−1|y〉 = (Ω− 12X)+Ω− 12 |y〉.
By Lemma 24 we can implement a unitary Uψ , that prepares a δ-approximation of
|ψ〉 := Ω− 12 |~y〉∥∥∥Ω− 12 ~y∥∥∥ with complexity Tψ := O
(αΩTΩ log(1δ
)+√κΩTy).
Let := aX + aΩ + 2, by Lemma 5 we can combine the block-encodings of Ω− 12 and X toimplement a unitary UA, that is a (2√κΩ, aA, δ) block-encoding of A in complexity
TA := O((αX (TX + aX ) + αΩ√κΩ (TΩ + aΩ)
) log(κΩδ )
).
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Finally by choosing δ = o(εκ−2A log−3(κAε )) and defining αA := √κΩ, using Corollary 31 weget that a quantum state proportional to A+|ψ〉 can be prepared with ε-precision in complexity
O((αAκA(aA + TA) log2(κAε )+ κATψ) log(κA)√γ
)
= O(κA log(κA)√1− η (√κΩTA log2(κAε )+ Tψ)
)
= O(κA log(κA)√1− η ((√κΩαXTX + αΩTΩ) log3(κAε )+√κΩTy)
).
Note that the above theorem requests 0-error block-encoding inputs, however if the algo-rithm uses T queries to the block-encodings, the error blows up only linearly in T , so if weallow a δ = cε2/T initial error (for some small enough c ∈ R+ constant) in the block-encodings,then we do not make more than ε/2 overall error.23
Corollary 37 (Quantum WLS solver using data structure or sparse oracles – alternate input).Let W be a diagonal matrix such that 1 ≤ wi ≤ wmax for each i, moreover ∥∥X∥∥ ≤ 1. LetA = √WX and suppose that ∥∥A+∥∥ ≤ κA. Suppose ~y is stored in a quantum data structure,and the diagonal entries of W are stored in QROM so that we can compute |i〉 7→ |i〉|wi〉in polylog(MN/ε), as well as wmax. Further, suppose either (1) X is stored in a quantum-accessible data structure, in which case, let µ(X ) = ∥∥X∥∥F ; or (2) for some p ∈ [0, 1], X (p)and X (1−p) are stored in quantum-accessible data structures, in which case, let µ(X ) = µp(X ).Finally, suppose the data points satisfy SSWres ≤ η. Then we can implement a quantum WLSsolver with error ε in complexity:
O˜(κA√wmax√1− η µ(X )polylog(MN/ε)
).
Similarly, if we are given sparse access to X which has row and column sparsity at most srXand scX respectively, and a unitary Uy preparing |y〉 in complexity Ty, then we can implementa quantum WLS solver with error ε in complexity:
O˜(κA√wmax√1− η (√srXscX + Ty)polylog(MN/ε)
).
Corollary 38 (Quantum GLS solver using block-encodings – alternate input). Suppose thatX , Ω, and ~y are as in Theorem 36, except we have access to UΩ that is an (αΩ, aΩ, 0)-block-encoding of Ω which has complexity TΩ ≥ aΩ. Then we can implement a quantum GLS-solverwith error ε in complexity
O˜( κA√κΩ√1− η(αXTX + αΩκΩTΩ + Ty)polylog
(1ε
)).
Proof. By Lemma 9 we can implement a unitary U ′Ω that is a (2√κΩ, aΩ +O(log(κΩ log 1δ ), δ/4)block-encoding of Ω− 12 in complexity O(αΩκΩ(aΩ + TΩ) log2(κΩδ )). Choosing δ = o(poly(κAε ))the result follows from Theorem 36.
23For more details about this argument see [GSLW18].
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Corollary 39 (Quantum GLS using quantum data structure or sparse oracles). Suppose X , Ω,and ~y are as in Corollary 38, and we are given access to X as in Corollary 37, and similarlyto Ω. Then in case of the database input model we can implement a quantum GLS-solver witherror ε in complexity
O˜( κA√κΩ√1− η (µX + µΩκΩ)polylog(MN/ε)
).
Similarly, in case of the sparse-access input model we can implement a quantum GLS-solverwith error ε in complexity
O˜( κA√κΩ√1− η(√srXscX + sΩκΩ)polylog(MN/ε)
).
5.2 Estimating electrical network quantitiesAnalysis of electrical networks finds widespread applications in a plethora of graph-basedalgorithms. For algorithms such as graph sparsification [SS11], computing maximum-flows[CKM+11, LRS13] and for analyzing several classical random walk-based problems [DS84], itturns out to be useful to treat the underlying graph as an electrical network.In Ref. [Wan17a], Wang presents two quantum algorithms for estimating certain quantitiesin large sparse electrical networks in the sparse-access input model: one is based on using aquantum linear systems algorithm for sparse matrices [CKS17] to invert the weighted signedincidence matrix, defined shortly, while the other is based on quantum walks. The estimatedquantities include, among others, the power dissipated across a network, of which the effectiveresistance between two nodes is a special case. Wang uses the fact that these quantities canbe obtained by estimating the norm of the output of a certain QLS problem.In this section, we give a quantum algorithm for estimating the dissipated power similarto Wang’s linear-system-based algorithm, but in the block-encoding input model, replacingthe QLS solver of [CKS17], which Wang uses, by our QLS solver for block-encodings. Inparticular, rather than standard amplitude estimation, we make use of our new variable-timeamplitude estimation (Corollary 32). An immediate corollary of this is an algorithm in thesparse-access input model, which outperforms Wang’s linear-system-based algorithm for allelectrical networks, and in some parameter regimes, also improves on his quantum-walk-based algorithm for this problem. Additionally, our block-encoding algorithm implies the firstalgorithm for this problem in the quantum data structure input model. Our algorithms alsoapply to estimating the effective resistance, as a special case.It is worth noting that we can also obtain a speedup over the remaining algorithms intro-duced by Wang in [Wan17a] that are based on only solving linear systems such as calculatingthe current across an edge and approximating voltage across two nodes. However, we do notinclude this analysis here.We begin by defining an electrical network and related quantities that shall be used subse-quently.
Problem setting and definitions. An electrical network is a weighted connected graph withthe weight of each edge being the inverse of the resistance — i.e., the conductance — of theedge. Let G(V ,E,w) denote a connected graph with vertices V , edges E , and edge weightsw . Let N = |V | and M = |E |. We assume that the weight of each edge we is such that1 ≤ we ≤ wmax. The degree of v is the number of vertices adjacent to v , and is denoted by d(v ).The maximum degree of G is denoted d = maxv∈V d(v ). As the network may be non-sparse, d
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can scale with the size of the network. The complexity of our quantum algorithms depend onthe size of the network N , the maximum degree d, the spectral gap of the normalized Laplacianrepresenting the network λ (defined shortly), the precision parameter ε, and the maximum edgeweight wmax.Let BG ∈ RN×M be the signed vertex-edge incidence matrix, defined so that for eache ∈ [M ], the e-th column has a single 1 and a single −1, in the rows corresponding to the twovertices incident to edge e, and 0s elsewhere; and let WG ∈ RM×M be a diagonal matrix wherethe e-th diagonal entry represents the weight we of edge e. The weighted signed vertex-edgeincidence matrix is then CG = BG√WG and the graph Laplacian is LG = CGCTG = BGWGBTG .LG is a positive semidefinite matrix with its minimum eigenvalue being 0 and the cor-responding eigenvector being the uniform vector [Bol13]. We denote the eigenvalues of LGas λ1(LG) = 0 < λ2(LG) ≤ ....λN (LG) ≤ 2wmaxd. (24)The weighted degree of a vertex is the sum of the weights of the edges incident to it, i.e.dv = ∑e:v∈ewe. Define the diagonal weighted degree matrix DG = ∑v∈V dv |v〉〈v |. Then onecan also define the normalized Laplacian of G as LG = D−1/2G LGD−1/2G . The spectrum of thenormalized Laplacian is denotedλ1(LG) = 0 < λ2(LG) ≤ ....λN (LG) ≤ 2.It is easy to show that since dv ≥ 1,∀v ∈ V , λ2(LG) ≤ λ2(LG).We now give a mathematical definition of the dissipated power of an external currentapplied to a network.Definition 40 (Dissipated power). Given a weighted graph G(V ,E,w), and a current ~i ∈ RMthe dissipated power of ~i is given by E (~i) =∑e∈E ~i(e)2we = ∥∥∥W−1/2G ~i∥∥∥2.An external current ~iext ∈ RN is a real-valued function on V that sums to 0. A positive value~iext(v ) represents current entering the network at v , and a negative value ~iext(v ) representscurrent leaving the network at v . An external current ~iext on G induces a potential (voltage)~v ∈ RN on the vertices of G, given by ~v = L+G~iext . This voltage has a corresponding inducedcurrent defined via Ohm’s Law as ~i = WGBTG~v . The dissipated power of ~iext is defined as E (~i).A well-known special case of the dissipated power is the effective resistance between sand t for s, t ∈ V , which is the power dissipated by the current induced by injecting a unit ofcurrent into s, and removing it at t.Definition 41 (Effective resistance). Given a weighted graph G(V ,E,w) and a pair of verticess, t ∈ V , the effective resistance between s and t is just the dissipated power of the externalcurrent ~iext = |s〉 − |t〉.Since the effective resistance is a special case of the dissipated power, algorithms forestimating the dissipated power can be applied to estimate the effective resistance betweentwo nodes.
Algorithms for estimating dissipated power. From [Wan17a, Lemma 6], we have:Lemma 42. Let CG ∈ RN×M be the weighted signed vertex-edge incidence matrix of an elec-trical network G(V ,E,w). Then given an external current ~iext ∈ RN on G, if ~i denotes theinduced current, we have [ 0 CGCTG 0
]+(~iext0
) = ( 0W−1/2G ~i
).
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Thus, to estimate the dissipated power of an external current ~iext , it suffices to estimate∥∥∥C+G |0〉~iext∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥W−1/2G ~i∥∥∥2. This gives the following:Theorem 43 (Estimating dissipated power). Fix ε ∈ (0, 1), wmax ≥ 1, λ > 0, and d ≥ 1. Fixany δ in o( ελdwmax log2 dwmaxελ
). For a weighted network G(V ,E,w), with |V | = N , |E | = M ,maximum degree d, 1 ≤ we ≤ wmax for all e ∈ E , and λ2(LG) ≥ λ; and an external current~iext ∈ RN , suppose we are given the value ∥∥∥~iext∥∥∥ = poly(N), a unitary U~iext preparing aquantum state proportional to ~iext in complexity T~iext , and an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of CGthat can be implemented in complexity TCG . Then the dissipated power of ~iext can be estimatedto multiplicative accuracy ε with success probability at least 23 in complexity
O(1ε
√dwmaxλ
(α(TCG + a) log2 dwmaxλε + T~iext
) log4 dwmaxλ
).
In particular, if ~iext = |s〉 − |t〉, then we can estimate the effective resistance between s and tin the given complexity, even without assuming an input oracle for state preparation.
Proof. By Lemma 42 it suffices to compute ∥∥∥C+G~iext∥∥∥2. We will actually estimate ∥∥∥C+G~iext∥∥∥ toε/3-multiplicative accuracy, yielding an ε-multiplicative estimate of ∥∥∥C+G~iext∥∥∥2.We first note that for any external current ~iext , ~iext ∈ col(CG). This is because the entries of~iext must sum to 0, meaning it is orthogonal to the uniform vector. Since λ2(LG) ≥ λ2(LG) > 0,the uniform vector is the unique 0-eigenvector of LG , so ~iext ∈ col(LG) = col(CG), since LG =CGCTG .By (24), the condition number of LG is at most 2dwmax/λ2(LG) ≤ 2dwmax/λ2(LG) ≤ 2dwmax/λ,and since LG = CGCTG , the condition number of CG is at most κ = √2dwmax/λ. Thus, the eigen-values of CG/∥∥CG∥∥ lie in [1/κ, 1], and we have an (α/∥∥CG∥∥, a, 0)-block-encoding of CG/∥∥CG∥∥, soby Corollary 32, we can estimate ∥∥∥C+G~iext∥∥∥/∥∥∥~iext∥∥∥ to multiplicative accuracy ε/3 in complexity
O(κε
( α∥∥CG∥∥(TCG + a) log2 κε + T~iext
) log4 κ).
Observe that for any e ∈ E , √2 ≤ ∥∥CG |e〉∥∥ ≤ ∥∥CG∥∥; also κ ≤√dwmaxλ concluding the proof.In Ref. [Wan17a], Wang considers estimating the dissipated power in an input model thatassumes a constant-complexity procedure for generating a state proportional to~iext , and allowssparse access to CG , whose sparsity is d, in constant complexity. Since sparse access can beused to implement a (d, polylog(MN/δ), δ)-block-encoding of CG in complexity polylog(MN/δ),we have the following corollary.Corollary 44 (Estimating dissipated power in the sparse-access model). Fix parameters as inTheorem 43, and assume sparse access to CG , access to the value ∥∥∥~iext∥∥∥, and query access toa subroutine that generates a state proportional to ~iext . Then there is a quantum algorithmthat estimates the dissipated power of ~iext to multiplicative accuracy ε with bounded error inquery and gate complexity O˜(d3/2ε
√wmaxλ polylog(N)
).
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In particular, if ~iext = |s〉 − |t〉, then we can estimate the effective resistance between s and tin the given complexity, even without assuming an input oracle for state preparation.
Our algorithm in the sparse-access input model compares favourably with Wang’s algorithmthat is also based on inverting CG , which has complexity O˜(wmaxd2λε polylog(N)
). However,Wang presents a second algorithm for estimating the dissipated power that uses quantum-walk-based techniques. Our result also improves on this second algorithm in some parameterregimes. We discuss this further at the end of this section.Our block-encoding result can also be applied to the case when the input is given as aquantum data structure, in which case, the value ∥∥∥~iext∥∥∥ can be easily read off the root of thetree that stores the entries of ~iext in a quantum data structure:Corollary 45 (Estimating dissipated power in quantum data structure model). Fix parametersas in Theorem 43, and assume ~iext is stored in a quantum data structure and either (1) CG isstored in a quantum data structure, in which case, let µ(CG) = ∥∥CG∥∥F ; or (2) C (p)G and C (1−p)Gare stored in quantum data structures, in which case, let µ(CG) = µp(CG). Then there is aquantum algorithm that estimates the dissipated power of ~iext to multiplicative accuracy εwith bounded error in complexity
O˜(µ(CG)ε
√dwmaxλ polylog(N)
).
In particular, if ~iext = |s〉 − |t〉, then we can estimate the effective resistance between s and tin the given complexity, even without assuming an input oracle for state preparation.
In the quantum data structure model, it may be more natural to assume that the weightsWG and the incidence matrix BG are stored separately. In that case, we get the following.Corollary 46 (Estimating dissipated power in quantum data structure model, alternative input).Fix parameters as in Theorem 43, and assume ~iext is stored in a quantum data structure, w isstored in QROM so that we can compute |e〉 7→ |e〉|we〉 in polylog(M) complexity, and either(1) BG is stored in a quantum data structure, in which case, let µ(BG) = ∥∥BG∥∥F ; or (2) B(p)G andB(1−p)G are stored in quantum data structures, in which case, let µ(BG) = µp(BG). Then thereis a quantum algorithm that estimates the dissipated power of ~iext to multiplicative accuracyε with bounded error in complexity
O˜(µ(BG)wmaxε
√dλpolylog(N)
).
In particular, if ~iext = |s〉 − |t〉, then we can estimate the effective resistance between s and tin the given complexity, even without assuming an input oracle for state preparation.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 25, we can implement a (√wmaxµ(BG), polylog(N), δ)-block-encoding of CG = BG√WG in complexity polylog(N/δ). Then the result follows fromTheorem 43.
We note that due to the specific structure of BG , µ(BG) can likely be bounded in somecases, but we leave this for future work.
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Comparison with previous work. In the sparse-access model (Corollary 44) our complexity is
O˜(d3/2ε
√wmaxλ polylog(N)
). (25)
This improves upon Wang’s QLS based algorithm for estimating the dissipated power, whichhas complexity O˜(wmaxd2λε polylog(N)
). (26)
Wang also gives an alternative algorithm for estimating the dissipated power based on quantumwalks, which has complexity:
O˜(√dwmaxλε min
{d,√wmaxλ
}polylog(N)). (27)
We also compare this complexity with our algorithm’s complexity (25) by case separation:(i) When d < √wmax/λ, the complexity of Wang’s algorithm (27) is O˜(√wmaxd3/2ε−1λ−1).Our complexity (25) is better by a factor of O˜(1/√λ).
(ii) When d > √wmax/λ, the complexity of Wang’s algorithm (27) is O˜(wmax√dλ−3/2ε−1).Our complexity (25) has a worse dependence on d, but a better dependence on wmax andλ. We get a speedup as long as √wmax/λ < d √wmax/λ, e.g., if d = O(polylog(N)), weget a speedup of O˜(√wmax/λ).We now consider our algorithm in the quantum data structure access model (Corollary 45)and compare it to Wang’s algorithms. Note that as Wang’s algorithms are in the sparse-accessinput model, these are not directly comparable. Assume that we are in Case (1), in which caseµ(CG) = ∥∥CG∥∥F ≤ ∥∥CG∥∥√N . The complexity of our algorithm in this model is
O˜(1ε
√dNwmaxλ polylog(N)
). (28)
As compared to Wang’s algorithm based on linear systems (26), our complexity (28) is betterfor graphs with maximum degree d 3√Nλ/wmax. With respect to Wang’s quantum walk-basedalgorithm (27) our complexity (28) is better only in certain regimes.(i) When d < √wmax/λ, the complexity of Wang’s algorithm (27) is O˜(√wmaxd3/2ε−1λ−1).Our complexity (28) is better as long as λ d2/N .
(ii) When d > √wmax/λ, the complexity of Wang’s algorithm (27) is O˜(wmax√dλ−3/2ε−1).Our complexity (28) is better as long as λ √wmax/N.In Ref. [IJ16], the authors developed a quantum algorithm for estimating effective resistancebetween s and t, Rs,t , in the adjacency query model. Moreover, the weights of each edgeare assumed to be in {0, 1}. The algorithm estimates Rs,t up to a multiplicative error ε incomplexity
O˜(N√Rs,tε min
{ 1√ε , 1√dλ
}).
Although our models are not directly comparable to that of [IJ16], the complexity (28) in thequantum data structure input model is better whenever λ = Ω(1) and Rs,t  d2wmax/N .
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A Technical results about block-encodings
In this appendix we first prove some results about products of block-encodings, then we turnto smooth-functions of Hermitian matrices.In order to improve the complexity of multiplication of block-encoded matrices, we invokea result about efficiently amplifying a subnormalized block-encoding, as proposed by Low andChuang [LC17]. The following result is proven in [GSLW18].Lemma 47 (Uniform block-amplification). Let A ∈ RM×N such that ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ 1. If α ≥ 1 andU is a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of A that can be implemented in time TU , then there is a(√2, a+ 1, δ + γ)-block-encoding of A that can be implemented in time O(α(TU + a) log(1/γ)).
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Lemma 5. (Poduct of preamplified block-matrices [LC16]) Let A ∈ RM×N and B ∈ RN×Ksuch that ∥∥A∥∥ ≤ 1,∥∥B∥∥ ≤ 1. If α ≥ 1 and U is a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of A that canbe implemented in time TU ; β ≥ 1 and V is a (β, b, ε)-block-encoding of B that can beimplemented in time TV , then there is a (2, a+b+2,√2(δ+ε+γ))-block-encoding of AB thatcan be implemented in time O((α(TU + a) + β(TV + b)) log(1/γ)).Proof. Using Lemma 47 we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (√2, a + 1, δ + γ/2) block-encoding of A in time O(α log(1/γ)(TU + a)). Similarly we can implement a unitary V˜ that is a(√2, b+1, ε+γ/2) block-encoding of B in time O(β log(1/γ)(TV + b)). Using Lemma 4 we get aunitary W that is a (2, a+b+2,√2(δ+ε+γ)) block-encoding of AB, that can be implementedin time O((α(TU + a) + β(TV + b)) log(1/γ)).
A.1 Error propagation of block-encodings under various operationsIn this subsection we present bounds on how the error propagates in block-encoded matriceswhen we perform multiplication or Hamiltonian simulation.First we present some results about the error propagation when multiplying block-encodingsin the special case when the encoded matrices are unitaries and their block-encoding doesnot use any extra scaling factor. In this case one might reuse the ancilla qubits, however itintroduces an extra error term, which can be bounded by the geometrical mean of the two inputerror bounds. The following two lemmas can be found in the work of Gilyén et al. [GSLW18].
Lemma 48. If U is an (1, a, δ)-block-encoding of an s-qubit unitary operator A, and V is an(1, a, ε)-block-encoding of an s-qubit unitary operator B then UV is a (1, a, δ + ε + 2√δε)-block-encoding of the unitary operator AB.
The above lemma suggests that if we multiply together multiple block-encoded unitaries,the error may grow super-linearly. By analysing the spreading of errors following a binarytree structure, one can show [GSLW18] that the error increases at most quadratically with thenumber of factors in the product, as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 49. Suppose that Uj is an (1, a, ε)-block-encoding of an s-qubit unitary operator Wjfor all j ∈ [K ]. Then ∏Kj=1 Uj is an (1, a, 4K 2ε)-block-encoding of ∏Kj=1Wj .The following lemma helps us to understand error accumulation in Hamiltonian simulation,which enables us to present a more generic claim in Theorem 7.
Lemma 50. Suppose that H,H ′ ∈ Cs are Hermitian operators, then∥∥∥eitH − eitH ′∥∥∥ ≤ |t|∥∥H −H ′∥∥.
Proof. We recall a formula introduced by [KS48, Fey51], see also [Bel97, Page 181]:
ddx eA(x) =
∫ 1
0 eyA(x)dA(x)dx e(1−y)A(x)dy. (29)Now observe that
eitH ′ − eitH = ∫ 1x=0 ddx (eit(H+x(H ′−H)))dx= ∫ 10
∫ 1
0 eyit(H+x(H ′−H))it(H ′ −H)e(1−y)it(H+x(H ′−H))dydx. (by (29))
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Finally using the triangle inequality we get that∥∥∥eitH ′ − eitH∥∥∥ ≤ ∫ 10
∫ 1
0
∥∥∥eyit(H+x(H ′−H))it(H ′ −H)e(1−y)it(H+x(H ′−H))∥∥∥dydx
= ∫ 10
∫ 1
0 |t|∥∥H ′ −H∥∥dydx= |t|∥∥H ′ −H∥∥.
Now we restate the following result in order to better place its proof in context.
Theorem 7. (Block-Hamiltonian simulation [LC16]) Suppose that U is an (α, a, ε/|2t|)-block-encoding of the Hamiltonian H . Then we can implement an ε-precise Hamiltonian simula-tion unitary V which is an (1, a+ 2, ε)-block-encoding of eitH , with O(|αt|+ log(1/ε)) uses ofcontrolled-U or its inverse and with O(a|αt|+ a log(1/ε)) two-qubit gates.
Proof. Let H ′ = α(I ⊗ 〈0|⊗a)U(I ⊗ 〈0|⊗a), then ∥∥H ′ −H∥∥ ≤ ε/|2t|. By [LC16, Theorem 1] wecan implement V an (1, a + 2, ε/2)-block-encoding of eitH ′ , with O(|αt|+ log(1/ε)) uses ofcontrolled-U or its inverse and with O(a|αt|+ a log(1/ε)) two-qubit gates. By Lemma 50 weget that V is an (1, a+ 2, ε)-block-encoding of eitH .
Note that in order to get the optimal block-Hamiltonian simulation result, one can replacethe log(1/ε) term with the term log(1/ε)log(e+log(1/ε)/|αt|) in the above result and its proof. For moredetails see [GSLW18].
A.2 Implementing smooth functions of Block-HamiltoniansApeldoorn et al. developed some general techniques [AGGW17, Appendix B] that make itpossible to implement smooth-functions of a Hamiltonian H , based on Fourier series decompo-sitions and using the Linear Combinations of Unitaries (LCU) Lemma [BCK15]. The techniquesdeveloped in [AGGW17, Appendix B] access H only through controlled-Hamiltonian simulation,which we define in the following:
Definition 51. Let M = 2J for some J ∈ N, γ ∈ R and ε ≥ 0. We say that the unitary
W := M−1∑m=−M |m〉〈m| ⊗ eimγHimplements controlled (M,γ)-simulation of the Hamiltonian H , where |m〉 denotes a (signed)bitstring |bJbJ−1 . . . b0〉 such that m = −bJ2J +∑J−1j=0 bj2j .The following lemma shows what is the cost of implementing controlled Hamiltonian sim-ulation, provided a block-encoding of H .
Lemma 52. Let M = 2J for some J ∈ N, γ ∈ R and ε ≥ 0. Suppose that U is an (α, a, ε/|8(J +1)2Mγ|)-block-encoding of the Hamiltonian H . Then we can implement a (1, a + 2, ε)-block-encoding of a controlled (M,γ)-simulation of the Hamiltonian H , with O(|αMγ|+ J log(J/ε))uses of controlled-U or its inverse and with O(a|αMγ|+ aJ log(J/ε)) two-qubit gates.
Proof. We use the result of Theorem 7, which tells us that we can implement Hamiltoniansimulation of H for time t ≤ Mγ with ε/(J + 1)2 precision using
O(|αMγ|+ log(J/ε)) (30)
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uses of controlled-U or its inverse and with
O(a|αMγ|+ a log(J/ε)) (31)
two-qubit gates.Now we write the sought unitary W as the product of controlled Hamiltonian simulationunitaries. For b ∈ {0, 1} let us introduce the projector |b〉〈b|j := I2j ⊗ |b〉〈b| ⊗ I2J−j , whereJ = log(M). Observe that
W = (|1〉〈1|J ⊗ e−i2JγH + |0〉〈0|J ⊗ I) J−1∏j=0
(|1〉〈1|j ⊗ ei2jγH + |0〉〈0|j ⊗ I). (32)
We can implement an (1, a+ 2, ε/(4(J + 1)2))-block-encoding of the j-th operator e±i2jγH inthe product (32) with using O(α2jγ + log( Jε)) queries (30) and using O(a|α2jγ|+ a log(J/ε))two-qubit gates by (31). By Corollary 49 we get the sought error bound. The complexitystatement easily follows by adding up the complexities.
Now we invoke [AGGW17, Theorem 40] about implementing smooth functions of Hamilto-nians. The theorem is stated slightly differently in order to adapt it to the terminology usedhere, but the the same proof applies as for [AGGW17, Theorem 40].Theorem 53 (Implementing a smooth function of a Hamiltonian). Let x0 ∈ R and r > 0 be suchthat f (x0 + x) = ∑∞`=0 a`x` for all x ∈ [−r, r]. Suppose B > 0 and δ ∈ (0, r] are such that∑∞`=0(r + δ)` |a` | ≤ B. If ∥∥H − x0I∥∥ ≤ r and ε′ ∈ (0, 12], then we can implement a unitary U˜that is a (B, a+O(log(r log(1/ε′)/δ)), Bε′)-block-encoding of f (H), with a single use of a circuitV which is a (1, a, ε′/2)-block-encoding of controlled (O(r log(1/ε′)/δ),O(1/r))-simulation ofH , and with using O(r/δ log(r/(δε′)) log(1/ε′)) two-qubit gates.Now we are ready to prove our result about implementing power functions of both negativeand positive exponents.Corollary 54. Let κ ≥ 2, c ∈ (0,∞) and H be an s-qubit Hamiltonian such that I/κ  H  I .Then we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (2κc, a+O(log(κc max(1, c) log(κc/ε))), ε)-block-encoding of H−c , with a single use of a circuit V which is a (1, a, ε/(4κc))-block-encoding of con-trolled (O(κ max(1, c) log(κc/ε)),O(1))-simulation ofH , and with usingO(κ max(1, c) log2(κ1+c/ε))two-qubit gates.Proof. Let f (y) := y−c and observe that f (1 + x) = (1 + x)−c =∑∞k=0 (−ck )xk for all x ∈ (−1, 1).We choose x0 := 1, r := 1− 1/κ, δ := 1/(2κ max(1, c)), and observe that
∞∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣(−ck
)∣∣∣∣(r + δ)k = ∞∑k=0
∣∣∣∣(−ck
)∣∣∣∣(1− 1κ + 12κ max(1, c)
)k
= ∞∑k=0
(−ck
)(1κ
(1− 12 max(1, c)
)− 1)k
= κc(1− 12 max(1, c)
)−c
≤ 2κc︸︷︷︸B:= .By choosing ε′ := ε/(2κc) we get the results by invoking Theorem 53.
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Lemma 9. (Implementing negative powers of Hermitian matrices) Let c ∈ (0,∞), κ ≥ 2, and letH be a Hermitian matrix such that I/κ  H  I . Suppose that δ = o(ε/(κ1+c(1 + c) log3 κ1+cε )),and U is an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H , that can be implemented using TU elementary gates.Then for any ε, we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (2κc, a+O(log(κ1+c log 1ε), ε)-block-encoding of H−c in cost O(ακ(a+ TU )(1 + c) log2(κ1+cε
)).
Proof. By Lemma 52, we can implement a (1, a + 2, ε4κc )-block-encoding V of (t, γ)-controlledsimulation of H , for t = O(κmax(1, c) log κcε ) and γ = O(1), in cost
TV = O((αt + log t log κc log tε
)(a+ TU )) = O((ακ(1 + c) log2 κ1+cε
)(a+ TU )).
Then by Corollary 54, we can implement a (2κc, a + O(log(κcmax(1, c) log κcε ), ε)-block-encoding of H−c in gate complexity TV +O(κmax(1, c) log2 κ1+cmax(1,c)ε ), which gives total cost:
O((ακ(1 + c) log2 κ1+cε
)(a+ TU )).
Similarly we prove a result about implementing power functions of positive exponents.Corollary 55. Let κ ≥ 2, c ∈ (0, 1] and H be an s-qubit Hamiltonian such that I/κ  H  I .Then we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (2, a+O(log log(1/ε)), ε)-block-encoding of Hc ,with a single use of a circuit V which is a (1, a, ε/4)-block-encoding of controlled (O(κ log(1/ε)),O(1))-simulation of H , and with using O(κ log(κ/ε) log(1/ε)) two-qubit gates.Proof. Let f (y) := yc and observe that f (1 + x) = (1 + x)c =∑∞k=0 (ck)xk for all x ∈ [−1, 1]. Wechoose x0 := 1, r := 1− 1/κ, δ := 1/κ, and observe that∞∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣(ck
)∣∣∣∣(r + δ)k = ∞∑k=0
∣∣∣∣(ck
)∣∣∣∣
= 1− ∞∑k=1
(ck
)(−1)k
= 2− ∞∑k=0
(ck
)(−1)k
= 2− f (1− 1)= 2︸︷︷︸B:= .By choosing ε′ := ε/2 we get the results by invoking Theorem 53.Lemma 10. (Implementing positive powers of Hermitian matrices) Let c ∈ (0, 1], κ ≥ 2, andH a Hermitian matrix such that I/κ  H  I . Suppose that for δ = o(ε/(κ log3 κε )), andwe are given a unitary U that is an (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H , that can be implementedusing TU elementary gates. Then for any ε, we can implement a unitary U˜ that is a (2, a +O(log log(1/ε)), ε)-block-encoding of Hc in cost
O(ακ(a+ TU ) log2(κ/ε)).
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Proof. By Lemma 52, we can implement a (1, a + 2, ε4 )-block-encoding V of (t, γ)-controlledsimulation of H , for t = O(κ log(1/ε)) and γ = O(1), in cost
TV = O((αt + log t log log tε
)(a+ TU )).
Then by Corollary 55, we can implement a (2, a+O(log log(1/ε)), ε)-block-encoding of Hcin gate complexity TV +O(κ log(κ/ε) log(1/ε)). The result follows.
A.3 Variable time quantum algorithm for implementing negative powers of Hermi-tian matricesTheorem 33. (Variable-time quantum algorithm for implementing negative powers) Let κ ≥ 2,c ∈ (0,∞), q = max(1, c), and H be an N × N Hermitian matrix such that the eigenvaluesof H lie in the range [−1,−1/κ]⋃[1/κ, 1]. Suppose that for δ = o(ε/(κqq log3 κqε )) we havea unitary U that is a (α, a, δ)-block-encoding of H which can be implemented using TU el-ementary gates. Also suppose that we can prepare an input state |ψ〉 that is spanned bythe eigenvectors of H in time Tψ . Then there exists a variable time quantum algorithm thatoutputs a state that is ε-close to H−c|ψ〉/∥∥H−c|ψ〉∥∥ with a cost of
O((ακq(TU + a)q log2(κqε
)+ κcTψ) log(κ)).
Also, there exists a variable time quantum algorithm that outputs a number Γ such that
1− ε ≤ Γ∥∥H−c|ψ〉∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε,
at a cost O(1ε
(ακq(TU + a)q log2(κqε
)+ κcTψ) log3(κ) log( log(κ)δ
)),
with success probability at least 1− δ .Proof. We follow the same argument as Theorem 30, except that ε′ = ε/(mαmax) where αmax =O(κc). This gives us that
Tmax = O(ακq log2(qκqε′
)(a+ TU )) = O(αqκ log2(qκqε
)(a+ TU )),
and T ′max = O(κ). We can calculate the l2-averaged stopping time of A, ∥∥T∥∥2 as∥∥T∥∥22 =∑j pjt2j
=∑k |ck |2
∑
j
(∥∥∥ΠCjAj . . .A1|λk〉I |0〉CFPQ∥∥∥2t2j )
= O(α2q2(a+ TU )2∑k |ck |
2λ2k log4 qκ
c log κελqk
)
=⇒ ∥∥T∥∥2 ≤ αq(a+ TU ) log2(qκqε
)√√√√∑k |ck |
2λ2k .
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Also the success probability, psucc can be written as√psucc = ∥∥∥∥ΠF H−cαmax |ψ〉I |Φ〉CFPQ
∥∥∥∥+O(mε′)
= 1αmax
(∑
k
|ck |2λ2ck
)1/2 +O( εαmax
)
≥ Ω( 1κc
)(∑
k
|ck |2λ2ck
)1/2.
When c ≥ 1 we have: √∑k |ck |2λ2ck ≥
√∑k |ck |2λ2k . (33)Thus, the success probability satisfies:
√psucc ≥ Ω( 1κc
)√√√√∑k |ck |
2λ2k .
On the other hand, using that |κλk | ≥ 1, term-by-term comparison reveals that for all c ∈ [0, 1]∑
k
|ck |2(κλk )2c ≥⇓ ∑k |ck |
2(κλk )2√∑k |ck |2λ2ck ≥ κ−1+c
√∑k |ck |2λ2k . (34)So for this case, the success probability is bounded as
√psucc ≥ Ω(1κ
)√√√√∑k |ck |
2λ2k .
By combining (33) and (34), we have that for c ∈ (0,∞)
√psucc ≥ Ω( 1κq
)√√√√∑k |ck |
2λ2k .
The final complexity of applying VTAA is given by Theorem 23 as (neglecting constants):
Tmax + Tψ + (∥∥T∥∥2 + Tψ) log(T ′max)√psucc=αqκ log2(qκqε
)(a+ TU ) + (αqκq(a+ TU ) log2(qκqε
)+ κcTψ) log(κ)
=O((αqκq(a+ TU ) log2(qκqε
)+ κcTψ) log(κ)).
The second part follows from Corollary 32.
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